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 PREFACE 

 

CA Final is the final milestone to be crossed for any aspiring Chartered 
Accountant. More than the efforts that are required to become a Chartered 
Accountant it is the pride an aspirant would get after passing that drives any 
aspirant. To get a prefix of CA before one's name is a dream for any student who 
commences his journey to become a Chartered Accountant. And as he / she 
reaches the final level after passing the first two levels of CPT and IPCC, the 
destination is closer and therefore it stimulates tremendous anxiety, confidence, 
interest and more importantly increases the will to succeed. 

While essentials to succeed any major exam for a student do not differ much, 
passing CA Final requires additional guidance. This is more so for practical 
subjects like Strategic Financial Management, which is a major paper in the 
Group I of the CA Final syllabus. The subject is concept oriented and therefore 
has to be understood well to succeed. With fast changing global economy and 
India transforming itself from a developing economy to a developed economy, 
there are several opportunities in the field of finance coming up. Therefore, the 
subject of Strategic Financial Management assumes more importance. Learning 
only the concepts but not knowing the practical applications of the same is like 
having a musical instrument and not knowing how to play it.  

Therefore, understanding practical applications of concepts would only give a 
purposeful learning satisfaction. The examinations also test the same. Through 
this course a student can certainly aspire for mastering the concepts of Financial 
Management, knowing the process of applying the concepts and gain overall 
interest for the subject and to get total satisfaction thereby clearing the CA Final 
examination with flying colours.  
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MARKS WEIGHTAGE – AS PER ICAI RELEASE  
  Content Area Weightage 

  Section I   

1 Financial Policy and Corporate Strategy 

5 to 10% 2 Indian Financial System 

3 Risk Management 

  Section II   

4 Valuation of Preference Shares 

20 to 30% 

5 Valuation of Bonds 

6 Fixed Income Portfolio Management 

7 Equity Analysis & Valuation 

8 Equity Portfolio Management 

9 Alternative Investment Strategies 

  Section III   

10 Securitization 

20 to 25% 

11 Mutual Funds 

12 Equity Derivatives – Futures 

13 Equity Derivatives – Options 

14 Commodity Derivatives 
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  Section IV   

15 International Finance -1 – Foreign Exchange Markets  

20 to 30% 

16 International Finance -2 – Parity Theorems & Exchange Rate Determination 

17 International Finance -3 – Measuring & Managing Foreign Exchange Exposures  

18 International Finance -4 – International Financial Management 

19 International Finance -5 – International Working Capital Management 

20 Interest Rate Risk Management 

21 Real Options  

  Section V   

22 Corporate Valuation 

10 to 15% 23 Mergers & Acquisitions 

24 Corporate Restructuring & Takeovers 

  Section VI   

25 International Finance Centre & Islamic Finance 

5 to 10% 
26 Startup Finance 

27 Venture Capital Financing 

28 Small and Medium Enterprises 
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CHAPTER WISE BREAK UP OF EXAM QUESTIONS 
  Content Area May-18 Nov-18 

  Section I Problems Theory Problems Theory 

1 Financial Policy and Corporate Strategy - 4 - - 

2 Indian Financial System - 4 - - 

3 Risk Management 4 - - 4 

  Section I – (WEIGHTAGE - ICAI:5 - 10%) 12 4 

  Section II       

4 Valuation of Preference Shares - - - - 

5 Valuation of Bonds 6 - 8 - 

6 Fixed Income Portfolio Management - - 12 - 

7 Equity Analysis & Valuation 13 - - - 

8 Equity Portfolio Management 14 4 8 - 

9 Alternative Investment Strategies - - - - 

  Section II – (WEIGHTAGE - ICAI:20 - 30%) 37  28  

  Section III       

10 Securitization - 4 - 4 

11 Mutual Funds 10 - 8 - 

12 Equity Derivatives – Futures - - - - 

13 Equity Derivatives – Options 4 5 8 - 

14 Commodity Derivatives - - - - 

  Section III – (WEIGHTAGE - ICAI:20 - 25%) 23  20  
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  Content Area May-18 Nov-18 

  Section IV Problems Theory Problems Theory 

15 Foreign Exchange Markets - - 8 - 

16 Parity Theorems  - - 8 - 

17 Measuring & Managing Foreign Exchange 
Exposures 8 - 8 - 

18 International Financial Management 8 - - - 

19 International Working Capital 
Management - - - - 

20 Interest Rate Risk Management 8 - 4 - 

21 Real Options - - - - 

  Section IV – (WEIGHTAGE - ICAI:20 - 30%) 24  28 

  Section V Problems Theory Problems Theory 

22 Corporate Valuation 8 - 8 - 

23 Mergers & Acquisitions 8 - 12 - 

24 Corporate Restructuring & Takeovers - - - - 

  Section V – (WEIGHTAGE - ICAI:10 - 15%) 16  20  

  Section VI       

25 International Finance Centre - 4 - 4 

26 Startup Finance - - - - 

27 Venture Capital Financing - 4 - 4 

28 Small and Medium Enterprises - - - - 

  Section VI – (WEIGHTAGE - ICAI:5 - 10%) 8  8 

  TOTAL 91 29 104 16 
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ALPHABETICAL THEORY LIST 
No. Name of Theory Topic Page No. No. Name of Theory Topic Page No. 

1 Active Bond Management 
Strategies 111 21 Association of Mutual Fund in 

India (AMFI) 496 

2 Activities of Portfolio 
Management 141 22 Assumptions of Black and 

Scholes Model 68 

3 Adjusted Present Value 
Method (APV) 252 23 

Bank-based financial system 
Vs Market-based financial 
system 

491 

4 Advantages & Disadvantages 
of GDR 248 24 Benefits available to MSME 

sector 502 

5 Advantages and 
Disadvantages of VaR 396 25 Benefits of investing through 

Mutual Funds 319 

6 
Advantages and 
disadvantages of Venture 
Capital financing 

478 26 
Benefits of 
schemes/programmes of 
government for MSME sector 

500 

7 Advantages of bringing 
Venture Capital 476 27 Benefits of Securitization 457 

8 Advantages of mergers and 
acquisitions 349 28 Bond Indexing Strategy 110 

9 Advantages of trading in a 
Derivatives Market 38 29 Bond Investment Strategies 109 

10 Advantages/Disadvantages 
of ETFs over mutual funds: 324 30 Buyback 358 

11 American Depository 
Receipts (ADR) 247 31 Buyout 359 

12 Angel Investors 471 32 Capital Protection Oriented 
Funds 322 

13 Anti-takeover defences 364 33 Caps, Floors and Collars 299 
14 Applications of VaR 396 34 Cash and Derivatives Market 38 

15 Arbitrage Funds 325 35 Challenges faced by MSME 
Sector 503 

16 Arbitrage Operation 37 36 Chop Shop Approach 416 
17 Arbitrage Pricing Theory (APT) 148 37 Classification of Mutual Funds 322 
18 Asset Allocation Strategies 149 38 Cluster financing 502 

19 Asset and Liability 
Management (ALM) 298 39 Co-location or Proximity 

hosting 493 

20 Asset Reconstruction 
Company (ARC) 490 40 Commercial banks Vs 

Investment Banks 489 
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No. Name of Theory Topic Page No. No. Name of Theory Topic Page No. 

41 Commodities Market 
Regulators in India 403 61 Difference between Standard 

Deviation and Beta 148 

42 Commodity defined 401 62 Differences between a mutual 
fund and hedge fund 327 

43 Commodity Exchanges in India 402 63 Differences between mutual 
fund plan options 329 

44 Commodity Future Pricing 405 64 Discounted Cash Flow 
Approach 414 

45 Commodity Swap 407 65 Distinguish between Credit 
Card and Debit Card 490 

46 Complexities in foreign projects 251 66 Distinguish between Futures 
and Forwards 36 

47 Consumer Finance 489 67 Distinguish between Money 
Market and Capital Market 488 

48 Conventional Finance Vs 
Islamic Finance 483 68 Distressed Securities 465 

49 Conversion Factor and 
Cheapest-to-Deliver (CTD) 306 69 Divestiture 355 

50 Convertible Bonds 105 70 Drawbacks of investing in a 
Mutual Fund 320 

51 Corporate Restructuring 354 71 Economic Value Added (EVA) 415 

52 Corporate Restructuring - 
Reasons 357 72 Effective Portfolio 

Management 142 

53 Corporate Takeovers 363 73 Efficient Market 143 
54 Covered interest arbitrage 233 74 Embedded Derivatives 70 

55 Cross border Mergers & 
Acquisitions (M&A) 352 75 Enumerate ‘Strategy’ at 

different levels of hierarchy 485 

56 Currency Swaps 303 76 Equity Carve-outs (ECO) 357 

57 Currency Swaps & Interest 
Rate Swaps 303 77 Establishment of a Mutual 

Fund 321 

58 Definition of Alternative 
Investments 461 78 ETF Vs. Open Ended Funds Vs. 

Close Ended Funds 324 

59 Degrees of Efficiency 144 79 Euro Convertible Bond 249 
60 Derivatives 35 80 Exchange Traded Funds (ETF) 323 
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81 Exit terms of Private Equity 
investors 467 101 Future contract Vs Option 

contract 67 

82 Expenses of a Mutual Fund 330 102 Global Depository Receipts 
(GDR) 246 

83 Exponential Moving Average 151 103 Going Private 359 

84 Exposure and types of 
exposures 241 104 Harry Markowitz Modern 

Portfolio Theory (MPT) 144 

85 Exposure management 242 105 Hedge Funds 150 
86 Exposure Netting 245 106 Hedge Funds 327 

87 Factoring and Securitization 460 107 Hedging in Commodities 
Market 406 

88 Factors affecting Interest 
Rates 295 108 Hedging tools to manage 

Interest Rate Risk 297 

89 Factors affecting Option 
Price 69 109 Hedging transaction 

exposures 243 
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view the financial risk? 487 

91 Features of venture capital 477 111 Immunization 110 

92 Financial Restructuring 360 112 Inclusion of commodities for 
derivatives trading 404 

93 
Fixed Income Money Market 
and Derivatives Association 
of India (FIMMDA) 

497 113 
Insurance Regulatory and 
Development Authority of 
India (IRDAI) 

494 

94 Foreign Currency Accounts 207 114 Interest Rate Futures 306 

95 Foreign Currency Convertible 
Bonds (FCCB) 249 115 Interest Rate Options 307 

96 Foreign Currency 
Instruments 250 116 Interest Rate Parity Theorem 232 

97 Foreign Exchange Dealers 
Association of India (FEDAI) 497 117 Interest Rate Risk 296 

98 Forward Rate Agreement 
(FRA) 298 118 Interest Rate Swaps (IRS) 300 

99 Functions of financial system 487 119 Interface of Financial Policy 
and Strategic Management 486 

100 Fund of Funds (FoF) 326 120 International Finance Centre 
(IFC) 481 
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133 Moving Average 151 153 Private Equity Funding 471 
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NOV 2018 – NEW SYLLABUS – PAPER 
NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any 4 from remaining 5.  

Working notes should form part of answers. 

Q 
No. Sub  Details Marks 

1 a Tangent Ltd. is considering calling ₹3 crores of 30 years, ₹1,000 bond 
issued 5 years ago with a coupon interest rate of 14 per cent. The bonds 
have a call price of ₹1,150 and had initially collected proceeds of ₹ 2.91 
crores since a discount of ₹30 per bond was offered. The initial floating 
cost was ₹3,90,000. The company intends to sell ₹3 crores of 12 per 
cent coupon rate, 25 years bonds to raise funds for retiring the old 
bonds. It proposes to sell the new bonds at their par value of ₹1,000. 
The estimated floatation cost is ₹4,25,000. The company is paying 40% 
tax and its after tax cost of debt is 8 per cent. As the new bonds must 
first be sold and then their proceeds to be used to retire the old bonds, 
the company expects a two months period of overlapping interest during 
which interest must be paid on both the old and the new bonds. You are 
required to evaluate the bond retiring decision. (PVIFA 8%, 25 = 10.675) 

8 

 b A dealer in foreign exchange has the following position in Swiss Francs 
on 31st January 2018: 

(Swiss Francs) 

Balance in the Nostro A/c 
Credit 

1,00,000 

Opening Position Overbought 50,000 

Purchased a bill on Zurich 70,000 

Sold forward TT 49,000 

Forward purchase contract 
cancelled 

41,000 

Remitted by TT 75,000 

Draft on Zurich cancelled 40,000 

8 
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NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

Examine what steps would the dealer take, if he is required to maintain 
a credit balance of Swiss Francs 30,000 in the Nostro A/c. and keep as 
overbought position on Swiss Francs 10,000? 

 c Explain Angel Investors. 4 

2 a Share of Volga Ltd. are being quoted at a price-earnings ratio of 8 times. 
The company retains 50% of its Earning Per Share. The Company’s EPS 
is ₹10. 

You are required to determine: 

1) The cost of equity to the company if the market expects a growth 
rate of 15% p.a. 

2) The indicative market price with the same cost of capital and if 
the anticipated growth rate is 16% p.a. 

3) The market price per share if the company’s cost of capital is 20% 
p.a. and the anticipated growth rate is 18% p.a. 

8 

 b Mr. Kapoor owns a portfolio with the following characteristics: 

 Security X Security Y Risk Free 
Security 

Factor 1 
sensitivity 0.75 1.50 0 

Factor 2 
sensitivity 0.60 1.10 0 

Expected 
Return 15% 20% 13% 

It is assumed that security returns are generated by a two-factor model. 

1) If Mr. Kapoor has ₹1,00,000 to invest and sells short ₹50,000 of 
security Y and purchases ₹1,50,000 of security X, what is the sensitivity 
of Mr. Kapoor’s portfolio to the two factors? 

2) If Mr. Kapoor borrows ₹1,00,000 at the risk-free rate and invests 
the amount he borrows along with the original amount of ₹1,00,000 in 
security X and Y in the same proportion as described in part (1) what is 
the sensitivity of the portfolio to the two factors? 

3) What is the expected return premium of factor 2? 

8 

 c Discuss about the Primary participants in the process of Securitization. 4 
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NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

3 a A mutual fund having 300 units has shown its NAV of ₹8.75 and ₹9.45 
at the beginning and at the end of the year respectively. The mutual fund 
has given two options to the investors: 

1) Get dividend of ₹0.75 per unit and capital gain of ₹0.60 per unit, 
or 

2) These distributions are to be reinvested at an average NAV of 
₹8.65 per unit. 

What difference would it make in terms of returns available and which 
option is preferable by the investors? 

8 

 b The equity share of SSC Ltd. is quoted at ₹310. A three-month call option 
is available at a premium of ₹8 per share and a three-month put option 
is available at a premium of ₹7 per share. 

Ascertain the net payoffs to the option holder of a call option and a put 
option, considering that: 

1) The strike price in both cases is ₹320, and  

2) The share price on the exercise day is ₹300, 310, 320, 330 and 
340. 

Also indicate the price range at which the call and the put options may 
be gainfully exercised. 

8 

 c How different stakeholders view the financial risk? 4 

4 a TK Ltd. and SK Ltd. are both in the same industry. The former is in 
negotiation for acquisition of the latter. Information about the two 
companies as per their latest financial statements are given below: 

 TK Ltd. SK Ltd. 

₹10 Equity shares outstanding 24 lakhs 12 lakhs 

Debt   

10% Debentures (₹ lakhs) 1160 - 

12.5% Institutional Loan (₹ lakhs) - 480 

Earnings before interest, depreciation, and 
tax (EBIDAT) (₹ lakhs) 800.00 230.00 

Market Price / Share (₹) 220.00 110.00 

12 
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NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

TK Ltd. plans to offer a price for SK Ltd. business, as a whole, which will 
be 7 times of EBIDAT as reduced by outstanding debt and to be 
discharged by own shares at market price. 

SK Ltd. is planning to seek one share in TK Ltd. for every2 shares in SK 
Ltd. based on the market price. Tax rate for the two companies may be 
assumed as 30%. 

Calculate and show the following under both alternatives – TK Ltd.’s 
offer and SK Ltd.’s plan: 

a) Net consideration payable. 

b) No. of shares to be issued by TK Ltd. 

c) EPS of TK Ltd. after acquisition. 

d) Expected market price per share of TK Ltd. after acquisition. 

e) State briefly the advantages to TK Ltd. from the acquisition. 

Calculations may be rounded off to two decimals points. 

 b An Indian company obtains the following quotes (₹/$) 

Spot : 35.90/36.10 

3-Months forward rate  : 36.00/36.25 

6-Months forward rate  : 36.10/36.40 

The company needs $ funds for six months. Determine whether the 
company should borrow in $ or ₹. Interest rates are: 

3-Months interest rate: ₹12%, $: 6% 

6-Months interest rate: ₹11.50%, $: 5.5% 

Also determine what should be the rate of interest after 3-months to 
make the company indifferent between 3-months borrowing and 6-
months borrowing in the case of: 

a) Rupee borrowing 

b) Dollar borrowing 

Note: For the purpose of calculation you can take the units of dollar and 
rupee as 100 each. 

8 

5 a Following details are available for X Ltd. 

Income statement for the year ended 31st March 2018: 

 

 

12 
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NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

Particulars Amount 

Sales 40,000 

Gross Profit 12,000 

Administrative Expenses 6,000 

Profit before tax 6,000 

Tax @ 30% 1,800 

Profit after tax 4,200 

 

Balance Sheet as on 31st March 2018 

Particulars Amount 

Fixed Assets 10,000 

Current Assets 6,000 

Total Assets 16,000 

Equity Share Capital 15,000 

Sundry Creditors 1,000 

Total Liabilities 16,000 

The Company is contemplating for new sales strategy as follows: 

a) Sales to grow at 30% per year for next four years. 

b) Assets turnover ratio, net profit ratio and tax rate will remain the 
same. 

c) Depreciation will be 15% of value of net fixed assets at the 
beginning of the year. 

d) Required rate of return for the company is 15% 

Evaluate the viability of new strategy. 

 b A dealer quotes ‘All-in-cost’ for a generic swap at 6% against six-month 
LIBOR flat. If the notional principal amount of swap is ₹8,00,000: 

a) Calculate semi-annual fixed payment. 

4 
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NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

b) Find the first floating rate payment for (i) about if the six-month 
period from the effective date of swap to the settlement date 
comprises 181 days and that the corresponding LIBOR was 5% on the 
effective date of swap. 

c) In (b) above, if the settlement is on ‘Net’ basis, how much the fixed 
rate payer would pay to the floating rate payer? Generic swap is based 
on 30/360 days basis. 

 c Explain the concept Riba in Islamic Finance. 4 

6 a The following data are available for three bonds A, B and C. These bonds 
are used by a bond portfolio manager to fund an outflow scheduled in 6 
years. Current yield is 9%. All bonds have face value of ₹100 each and 
will be redeemed at par. Interest is payable annually. 

Bond Maturity (Years) Coupon Rate 

A 10 10% 

B 8 11% 

C 5 9% 

a) Calculate the duration of each bond. 

b) The bond portfolio manager has been asked to keep 45% of the 
portfolio money in Bond A. Calculate the percentage amount to be 
invested in bonds B and C that need to be purchased to immunise the 
portfolio. 

c) After the portfolio has been formulated, an interest rate change 
occurs, increasing the yield to 11%. The new duration of these bonds is: 
Bond A = 7.15 years, Bond B = 6.03 years and Bond C = 4.27 years. 

Is the portfolio still immunized? Why or why not? 

d) Determine the new percentage of B and C bonds that are needed 
to immunize the portfolio. Bond A remaining at 45% of the portfolio. 

Present 
Values 𝑡𝑡1 𝑡𝑡2 𝑡𝑡3 𝑡𝑡4 𝑡𝑡5 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃0.09,1 0.917 0.842 0.772 0.708 0.650 

Present 
Values 𝑡𝑡6 𝑡𝑡7 𝑡𝑡8 𝑡𝑡9 𝑡𝑡10 

12 
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NOV 2018 – CA FINAL QUESTION PAPER (NEW SYALLBUS) 

𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃0.09,1 0.596 0.547 0.542 0.460 0.4224 

   

 b On 19th January, Bank A entered into forward contract with a customer 
for forward sale of US $ 7,000, delivery 20th March at ₹46.67. On the 
same day, it covered its position by buying forward from the market due 
19th March, at the rate of ₹46,655. On 19th February, the customer 
approaches the bank and requests for early delivery of US $.  

Rates prevailing in the interbank markets on that date are as under: 

Spot (₹/$) 46.5725/5800 

March: (₹/$) 46.3550/3650 

Interest on outflow of funds is 16% and on inflow of funds is 12%.  

Flat charges for early delivery are ₹100 

What is the amount that would be recovered from the customer on the 
transaction? 

Note: Calculation should be made on months bases than on days basis. 

8 
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MAY 2018 – NEW SYLLABUS – PAPER 
MAY 2018 – CA FINAL EXAMINATION (NEW SYALLBUS) 

Q. No. 1 is compulsory. Answer any 4 from remaining 5.  

Only first 5 questions will be evaluated and no additional marks for extra questions 
attempted.  

State required assumptions and show working notes wherever required. 

Q No. Sub   Marks 

1 a Tatu Ltd. wants to takeover Mantu Ltd. and has offered a swap ratio 
of 1:2 (0.5 shares for every 1 share of Mantu Ltd.) Following 
information is provided: 

 Tatu Ltd. Mantu Ltd. 

Profit after tax ₹24,00,00 ₹4,80,000 

Equity shares outstand (Nos.) 8,00,000 2,40,000 

EPS ₹3 ₹2 

PE Ratio 10 times 7 times 

Market price per share ₹30 ₹14 

You are required to calculate: 

a) The number of equity shares to be issued by Tatu Ltd. for 
acquisition of Mantu Ltd. 

b) What is the EPS of Tatu Ltd. after the acquisition? 

c) Determine the equivalent earnings per share of Mantu Ltd. 

d) What is the expected market price per share of Tatu Ltd. after 
the acquisition, assuming its PE multiple remains unchanged? 

e) Determine the market value of the merged firm. 

8 

 b Following information is given: 

Exchange rates: Canadian dollar 0.666 per DM (spot) 

Canadian dollar 0.671 per DM (3 months) 

Interest rates: DM 7.5% p.a. 

Canadian Dollar – 9.5% p.a. 

8 
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To take the possible arbitrate gains, what operations would be 
carried out? 

 c Write short note on Real Estate Regulatory Authority (RERA). 4 

2 a Consider the following information on two stocks, X and Y. 

Year 2016 2017 

Return on X (%) 10 16 

Return on Y (%) 12 18 

You are required to calculate: 

1) The expected return on portfolio containing X and Y in the 
proportion of 40% and 60% respectively. 

2) The Standard Deviation of return from each of the two stocks. 

3) The Covariance of return from the two stocks. 

4) The correlation coefficient between the returns of the two 
stocks. 

5) The risk of a portfolio containing X and Y in the proportion of 
40% and 60% 

10 

 b Sabanam Ltd. has issued convertible debentures with coupon rate 
11%. Each debenture has an option to convert to 16 equity shares 
at any time until the date of maturity. Debentures will be redeemed 
at ₹100 on maturity of 5 years. An investor generally requires a rate 
of return of 8% p.a. on a 5-year security. As an advisor, when will you 
advise the investor to exercise conversion for given market price of 
the equity share of (a) ₹5 (b) ₹6 and (c) ₹7.10? 

Cumulative PV factor for 8% for 5 years: 3.993 

PV factor for 8% for year 5 : 0.681 

6 

 c Explain the interface of Financial Policy and Strategic Management. 4 

3 a Herbal World is a small, but profitable producer of beauty cosmetics 
using the plant Aloe Vera. Though it is not a high-tech business, yet 
Herbal’s earnings have averaged around ₹18.5 lakh after tax, mainly 
on the strength of its patented beauty cream to remove the pimples. 

The patent has nine years to run and Herbal has been offered ₹50 
lakhs for the patent rights. Herbal’s asset includes ₹50 lakhs of 
property, plant equipment and ₹25 lakhs of working capital. 

5 
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However, the patent is not shown in the books of Herbal World. 
Assuming Herbal’s cost of capital being 14 percent, calculate its 
Economic Value Added (EVA). 

 b SG Mutual Fund Company has to following assets under it on the 
close of business as on: 

Company No. of Shares 1st August 
2017 Market 

price per 
share (₹) 

2nd August 
2017 Market 

Price per 
share (₹) 

Q Ltd. 2,000 200.00 205.00 

R Ltd. 30,000 312.40 360.00 

S Ltd. 40,000 180.60 191.55 

T Ltd. 60,000 505.10 503.90 

Total No. of Units issued by the Mutual Fund is 6,00,000. 

a) Calculate Net Assets Value (NAV) of the Fund. 

b) Following information is also given: 

Assuming that Mr. Zubin, an investor, submits a cheque of 
₹30,00,000 to the Mutual Fund and the Fund Manager of this entity 
purchases 8,000 shares of R. Ltd; and the balance amount is held 
in bank. In such case, what would be the position of the Fund? 

10 

 c Discuss what you understand about Embedded Derivatives. 5 

4 a An established company is going to be demerged in two separate 
entities. The valuation of the company is done by a well-known 
analyst. He has estimated a value of ₹5,000 lakhs, based on the 
expected free cash flow for next year of ₹200 lakhs and an expected 
growth rate of 5%. While going through the valuation procedure, it 
was found that the analyst has made the mistake of using the book 
values of debt and equity in his calculation. While you do not know 
the book value weights he used, you have been provided with the 
following information: 

a) The market value of equity is 4 times the book value of equity, 
while the market value of debt is equal to the book value of 
debt. 

b) Company has a cost of equity of 12%. 

8 
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c) After tax cost of debt is 6%. 

You are required to advise the correct value of the company. 

 b Mr. KK purchased a 3-month call option for 100 shares in PQR Ltd. 
at a premium of ₹40 per share, with an exercise price of ₹560. He 
also purchased a 3-month put option for 100 shares of the same 
company at a premium of ₹10 per share with an exercise price of 
₹460. The market price of the share on the date of Mr. KK’s 
purchase of options, is ₹500. Compute the profit or loss that Mr. KK 
would make assuming that the market price falls to ₹360 at the end 
of 3 months. 

4 

 c Interpret the Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) and its relevant 
assumptions. 

4 

 d Explain the difference between Islamic Finance and Conventional 
Finance. 

4 

5 a Closing values of BSE Sensex from 6th to 17th day of the month of 
January of the year 200 X were as follows: 

Days Date Day Sensex 

1 6 THU 29522 

2 7 FRI 29925 

3 8 SAT NO TRADING 

4 9 SUN NO TRADING 

5 10 MON 30222 

6 11 TUE 31000 

7 12 WED 31400 

8 13 THU 32000 

9 14 FRI NO TRADING 

10 15 SAT NO TRADING 

11 16 SUN NO TRADING 

12 17 MON 33000 

8 
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Compute Exponential Moving Average (EMA) of Sensex during the 
above period. The 30 days simple moving average of Sensex can be 
assumed as 30,000. The value of exponent for 30 days EMA is 
0.062.  

Provide detailed analysis on the basis of your calculations. 

 b Punjab Bank has entered into a plain vanilla swap through on 
Overnight Index Swap (OIS) on a principal of ₹2 crore and agreed to 
receive MIBOR overnight floating rate for a fixed payment on the 
principal. The swap was entered into a Monday, 24th July 2017 and 
was commence on 25th July 2017 and run for a period of 7 days. 

Respective MIBOR rates for Tuesday to Monday were: 

8.70%, 9.10%, 9.12%, 8.95%, 8.98% and 9.10% 

If Punjab Bank received ₹507 net on settlement, calculate Fixed 
rate and interest under both legs. 

Notes: 

1) Sunday is Holiday. 

2) Workout in rounded rupees and avoid decimal working. 

3) Consider a year consists of 365 days. 

8 

 c Explain the advantages of brining venture capital in the company. 4 

6 a Omega Ltd. is interested in expanding its operation and planning to 
install manufacturing plant at US. For the proposed project, it 
requires a fund of $10 million (Net of issue expenses or floatation 
cost). The estimated floatation cost is 2%. To finance this project, it 
proposes to issue GDRs. 

As a financial consultants, you are requested to compute the number 
of GDRs to be issued and cost of the GDR with the help of following 
additional information: 

a) Expected market price of share at the time of issue of GDR is 
₹250 (Face Value being ₹100) 

b) 2 shares shall underlie each GDR and shall be priced at 4% 
discount to market price. 

c) Expected exchange rate ₹64/$. 

d) Dividend expected to be paid is 15% with growth rate 12%. 

8 

 b Neel holds ₹1 crore shares of XY Ltd. whose market price standard 
deviation is 2% per day. Assuming 252 trading days in a year, 

8 
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determine maximum loss level over the period of 1 trading day and 
10 trading days with 99% confidence level. Assuming share prices 
are normally for level of 99%, the equivalent Z score from Normal 
table of Cumulative Area shall be 2.33. 

 c Discuss briefly the steps involved in the securitization mechanism. 

OR 

Explain the benefits of securitization from the perspective of both 
originator as well as the investor. 

4 

 d The risk-free rate of return is 5%. The expected rate of return on the 
market portfolio is 11%. The expected rate of growth in dividend of X 
Ltd. is 8%. The last dividend paid was ₹2.00 per share. The beta of 
X ltd. equity stock is 1.5. 

a) What is the present price of the equity stock of X Ltd.? 

b) How would the price change when: 

• The inflation premium increases by 3%. 
• The expected growth rate decreases by 3% and 
• The beta decreases to 1.3. 

4 
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DERIVATIVES - FUTURES 
 

 

 

  THEORY   

 

Derivatives 

The word ‘Derivative’ comes from the word ‘derive’ which means to extract value. In the financial 
world, derivatives extract value from the underlying assets like equity shares, bonds, currencies 
& commodities. When the value of underlying changes, the value of Derivatives also changes, 
therefore there is a linkage between the value of a derivative & the value of the underlying asset. 
Examples of Derivatives are forwards, futures, options, swaps etc. For example, in the case of a 
stock derivative, say ‘stock futures,’ the underlying asset is stock which is a common share. The 
value of ‘stock futures’ will be derived from the current price of the stock. Similarly, in the case of 
'index futures,' say Nifty Futures, the NSE Nifty Index is the underlying asset. 

All foreign exchange transactions involving derivatives are done in the forward market in India. All 
derivative transactions involving equity are done in the futures & options market in India.  

Underlying in a derivative instrument  

Derivative is an asset which derives its value from the underlying. Here the price of the underlying 
is the main factor that determines prices of derivatives. Thus, a change in an underlying result 
in a simultaneous change in the price of the derivative asset that is linked to it. The underlying 
could be a equity share, interest rate instrument, commodity, foreign currency etc. which gives 
rise to respective derivative instruments. Without the underlying, the derivative has no value. 
During the life of the derivative contract the value is derived from the value of the underlying 
depending on the characteristics of the derivative instrument.  
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Distinguish between Futures and Forwards 

Futures Forwards 

Deals done through exchange Deals done over the phone  

Trade on an organized exchange OTC in nature 

Standardized contract terms Customized contract terms 

More liquid Less liquid 

Requires margin payments No margin payment 

Follows daily settlement and therefore mark to 
market losses possible Settlement happens at end of period 

Counter party risk shouldered by the exchange 
clearing corporation Counter party risk to be borne the client 

Dealt through intermediary Dealt directly with the counterparty 

 

Margin Payments in Futures 

Margin is money deposited by both the buyer and the seller to assure the integrity of the contract. 
Initial margin is the amount of money, which a buyer or a seller must deposit in his account 
whenever the trader establishes a futures position. Minimum margins are set by the exchange. 
The computation of an initial margin is done using the concept of Value-at-Risk (VAR). The initial 
margin deposit is representing the likely loss that a buyer or seller of the futures contract may 
incur on his position on 99% of the times over a specified period.  

While sufficient balance in the margin account needs to be maintained to withstand the maximum 
possible daily loss, most times the price movement is not big to trigger a margin call. In other 
words, at times the price movement is little that a margin account is barely impacted. Therefore, 
the broker may permit a client (buyer / seller of futures) to keep the position despite the account 
going below the Initial margin level. The limit up to which he permits a client to continue to hold 
position is the Maintenance Margin limit. In other words, Maintenance margin is the minimum 
margin required to hold a position. Once this limit is breached, a margin call is made, and the 
investor is advised to deposit cash to make up for the shortfall and top it up to a initial margin 
level. If the investor does not respond, then the broker closes out the investor’s position by 
entering a reverse trade in the investor’s account. 

Once a buyer/seller receives a margin call from a broker, a deposit has to be made, so as to bring 
the margin account back to the initial margin level. The amount of additional money deposited to 
bring the account to the level of initial margin, is called as the variation margin. In short variation 
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margin is the amount needed to restore the margin account to the initial level once a margin call 
has been issued. The variation margin may change depending on how far the margin account has 
fallen below the maintenance margin level. 

Marking to Market 

Once a buyer or seller executes a future contract at a futures price, an obligation is undertaken 
to buy or sell at that price. However, this obligation gets settled on the expiry date. Once the 
futures are transacted, as the futures price move, day to day, either the buyer or seller would be 
in gain position at the end of each day. For a buyer, if the futures price closes more than his price 
at which the obligation has been undertaken, he gains. Similarly, for a seller, if the futures price 
closes lower than the price at which the obligation has been undertaken, then again, he gains. In 
both these situations, had the price gone the other way, there could be losses and it is likely that 
the loss can be huge. 

Therefore, there is a need to verify at the end of the day, every buy and sell position in futures 
with the prevailing futures prices. And based on the finding, if there is a loss, the buyer or seller 
may face a "margin call," from the exchange / broker, depending on the fall in margin account 
balance. The process of marking the buy / sell positions in futures contracts with daily futures 
prices is known as Marking to Market.  

 

Arbitrage Operation 

Arbitrage is a zero-investment strategy aimed at making riskless profit by buying in one market & 
selling in another market where mispricing of securities is exploited for gains.  

An arbitrageur does not bring in any money/securities and neither keeps any outstanding position 
of securities at expiry i.e. all long positions are squared & short positions are covered. 

In real life situations, arbitrageurs have to incur the following cost: 

 Brokerage/Commissions 

 Security Transaction Tax 

 Margins payable on future’s position 

 Stock Borrowing Charges. 

Arbitrageurs try to identify deviations (or mismatch) in market quoted futures prices from their fair 
(theoretical) values in order to obtain a risk free rate of return. They enter into buy and sell 
transactions, in two different markets at the same time to earn risk free rate of return. Their 
investment in the entire transaction is nil, but they generate profit out of these trades – therefore 
riskless. If the transaction costs like brokerage, taxes etc. and financing costs like funding margins 
etc. is likely to exceed the gains, then the arbitrage is not undertaken. Arbitrageurs exploit these 
imperfections and inefficiencies to their advantage. They also play an important role in increasing 
liquidity in the market. 
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Cash and Derivatives Market 

1. Basic difference: In cash market, actual assets are bought and sold. In the derivatives 
market, the derivatives of the underlying assets are traded.  

2. Lots vs shares: In the cash market one can buy or sell just one share. In the derivatives 
market one has to definitely trade at least one lot which may consist of several shares. 

3. Ownership: Settlement of deals in the cash market results in the ownership or dis-
ownership of underlying assets. Settlement of deals in the derivatives market need not 
always result in ownership or dis-ownership of underlying assets. Once the deal is done in 
the cash market, the contract will necessarily result in exchange of money for asset. Trades 
done in the derivatives market need not necessarily result in exchange of money for the 
underlying asset. Thus, in the cash market deals are done to own or disown the assets. In 
the derivatives markets deals are done to speculate, hedge or exploit the mispricing, based 
on the movement of prices of the underlying assets.  

4. Holding period: When we buy shares in the cash segment, we can hold the shares for life. 
This is not true in the case of the derivatives market, where we have to settle the contract 
at the end of the contract period.  

5. Dividend: When we buy shares in the cash segment, we normally take delivery and are an 
owner. Hence, we are entitled to dividends that companies pay. Holders of derivatives 
contracts are not owners and hence they do not receive dividends. 

6. Risk: Both, cash and derivatives markets pose risk, but the risk in the case of derivatives 
can be higher, especially when a position is taken and the view goes wrong. In the case of 
shares bought in the cash market, one can hold onto them for an indefinite period and 
may have an opportunity to sell when the prices are higher. 

7. Investment objective differ: When we trade a contract in the derivatives market, it is usually 
to hedge risk or to speculate. Individuals buying shares in the cash market are investors. 

8. Margin money: That is not true in the case of cash segment, where we have to pay the total 
value of the contract. Cash markets involve payment and receipt of the entire value of 
assets that are traded. In derivatives market In the derivatives segment we pay only a part 
of total value of contract. Also, derivatives transactions may or may not result in the values 
of assets being paid or received 

9. Purpose: We buy or sell assets in the cash market for the purpose of investment or 
consumption. We buy or sell assets in the derivatives market for speculation, protection or 
for other purposes including arbitrage. 

Advantages of trading in a Derivatives Market 

1. Hedging: Derivatives as a tool of risk management: Main use of derivatives is to hedge or 
mitigate risk in the underlying, by entering into a derivative contract whose value moves in 
the opposite direction to their underlying position and cancels part or all of it out 
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Price Discovery: Derivatives are major tools of price forecasters of assets. They capture the 
future demand and supply of an asset indicating the price trend of the underlying asset in 
future. This is known as the ‘price discovery function’ of the futures. 

Leverage: Use derivatives as a leverage (or gearing) product, where by paying a part of the 
total value of contract and with a small movement in the underlying value, we have the 
potential of making large gains.  

Arbitrage: Derivatives are used to earn arbitrage gains when the derivatives prices trade away 
from their theoretical prices 

Speculation: Derivatives are used to make speculative gains, when a trader or investor, forms 
a view and takes an appropriate position in the derivatives contract.   

Quick and low-cost transactions: They are comparatively quick and cheaper to trade. The cost 
involved is insignificant as compared to the value of the underlying asset 

Advantages to Informed Individuals: Individuals who have superior information can operate in 
derivatives market and impart efficiency to the stock/ commodity’s price determination 
process. 

Flexibility: With derivatives contracts, one can increase or decrease exposure quickly. It takes 
only one trade to participate. 

Integrity: A key element of exchange-traded derivatives (e.g. futures and options) is that 
parties to the contract are not exposed to the risk of counterparty default. The exchanges have 
perfected systems of margins to protect market participants. 

Alternative asset: Derivatives play a vital role of an alternative, especially when we are unable 
to obtain exposure to the underlying (e.g., weather derivatives) 

Uses of Index futures 

1. Index Futures are major hedging tools to manage the systematic risk of the portfolio. 

2. Index futures are major tools of price forecasters. The futures price of an index indicates 
the trend and since indices are used market proxies, we come to know of the market trend 
in advance. As markets are barometers of economy, movement of index futures indirectly 
convey us the economic trend. 

3. Index futures are major speculative tools for traders and operators.   

4. Individuals who have superior information can take positions in index futures and gain 
substantially. 

5. With index futures positions, one can increase or decrease exposure quickly. Imagine a 
trader who takes exposure in index futures, to gain automatic exposure to large 
capitalization stocks with a single trade, thereby saving huge transaction costs, time etc. 
by avoiding placing number of orders to buy stocks individually. It takes only one trade to 
participate. 
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Users of Derivatives Market 

1. Individuals: Use derivatives to trade to earn speculative gains and also manage their risk 
of the portfolios they hold 

2. Dealers, speculators and operators: Use derivatives as a leverage product. With vital 
information on the underlying assets, they take positions by paying a part of the total value 
of contract and make large gains.  

3. Arbitrageurs: Use derivatives to exploit the mispricing between assets and their derivatives 

4. Institutions: Use derivatives to mitigate risk of their portfolio and use it a price forecaster. 
They also exploit the mispricing between assets and their derivatives. 

5. Hedge Funds, Mutual Funds and Fund Managers/Smart Traders: Use their deep knowledge 
to exploit several opportunities provided by the derivatives market 

6. Consumers: They are mostly companies who consume raw materials in the production 
process and use derivatives to hedge against price risk 

7. Growers/Miners: They are mostly growers (farmers) or miners (of gold mine etc.) who sell 
their produce and use derivatives to hedge against price fall. 

 

  CONCEPTS   

Market Terms 

LONG & SHORT 

The term long refers to purchase of assets & not sold i.e. it is an outstanding buy position.  

The term short refers to sale of assets & not bought i.e. it is an outstanding sell position.  

SQUARE & COVER 

The reversal of the long positions (i.e. a sell trade) is called Square. 

The reversal of the short positions (i.e. a buy trade) is called Cover. 

BULLISH & BEARISH 

A Bullish scenario is one where we expect the prices to go up. If we are bullish, we buy assets 
at a lower price & once the price has risen, we sell the assets & make profit. Once we buy an 
asset we are said to have gone LONG. Once the price has risen, we sell and at this moment 
we have closed our long transaction. This reversal trade is called SQUARE. 

A Bearish scenario is one where we expect the prices to go down. If we are bearish & expect 
the prices to fall we initiate a sell trade with the hope that once the prices fall so that we can 
buy back the sold quantity. The initial sell trade is referred as SHORT & the process of buying 
back the sold quantity later is called COVER. 
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Original Trade Reversal Trade 

Long (Buy) Square (Sell) 

Short (Sell) Cover (Buy) 

Futures are Rights 

If we want to acquire the equity shares immediately, i.e. today, we place an order with the 
broker in the cash market. However, if we want to acquire the share later but want to deal 
today, then we place an order in the futures market. Therefore, by placing a buy order in the 
futures market, we get the right to buy the shares at a specified date later. Similarly, by placing 
a sell order in the futures market, we get the right to sell the shares at a specified date later. 

BUY EQUITY FUTURES – RIGHT TO BUY THE UNDERLYING SHARES 

SELL EQUITY FUTURES – RIGHT TO SELL THE UNDELYING SHARES 

Now, if we buy the shares today in the cash market, we need to pay money immediately & will 
get the delivery of shares immediately. Similarly, if we want to sell equity shares, we must 
have the custody of shares for delivery. 

However, if we buy equity futures, since we are not actually buying the underlying shares today 
itself, but buying only the rights, we need not part with the entire price of shares today. 
Similarly, if we want to sell futures, wherein we get the right to sell the underlying shares at a 
later date, we need not own the shares today. We are supposed to deliver only later. 

The most important aspect of futures is that, once we buy the rights to buy or sell the 
underlying, we also carry the obligations to fulfill the terms of the contract. 

Future Contract terms in the Indian Equity Market 

As they are defined, every futures contract has standard contract terms i.e. a futures contract 
would specify a number of units of underlying shares per contract, which is also called the ‘lot 
size’. And each futures would have a price. Also, each contract would also specify when the 
contracts would expire.  

When we multiply the number of units with the price, we get the value of each contract. For 
example, if we have a TCS Futures Contract. The details would be as under: 

Name of the underlying asset:  Equity shares 

Name of the equity share:    TCS 

Number of underlying Units:   125 

Price of futures:     2500 

Value of 1 futures contract:    312500 

At any point of time, in the equity futures markets in India, there are three contracts available 
for trading. They are one-month (called near-month), 2 months (called mid-month) and the 3 
months contracts (called the far-month) contracts. All these three contracts expire on the last 
Thursday of the respective months.  
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Settlement 

We have learnt that, if we trade futures today, we settle it later i.e. once we buy or sell futures 
today, the actual purchase/sale of securities AGAINST payment/receipt of money would be 
done later. The manner in which a settlement is done depends on several factors. This can be 
well understood after we have learnt the concept of margins. This is dealt later in the chapter. 

Futures Pricing 

Assume that a trader is buying futures of an equity share. Therefore, this purchase would give 
him a right to buy the underlying shares at a later specified date. The reason, why the trader 
is buying is immaterial, but it would benefit him only when the futures price had risen when 
he is reversing his trade. Therefore, his view is that the price of the underlying shares is likely 
to go up. 

Assume that we have counterparty - the seller, who carries an exactly opposite view i.e. this 
seller believes that the price of the futures contract is likely to decrease going forward. If he 
sells futures against the above-mentioned buy trade, then he undertakes the responsibility to 
deliver the shares at expiry to the buyer. Assuming that he does not have these shares, the 
seller would borrow funds for a period matching the expiry say ‘T’. Using this money, he would 
buy shares in the market to be delivered to the buyer at the end of time T. At time T, the 
minimum money that would be required to repay the loan would be equal to S + (S x r x T)/(12 
x 100), where, T is expiry in months, r is borrowing interest rate in % and S is the spot price of 
equity share (current). Therefore, the seller would demand this as the minimum price from the 
buyer. In other words, it is the cost of right that would give the buyer to buy shares after a 
period T. 

We can also derive the same formula from the point of view of buyer. When the buyer buys 
the future today, he instead of buying the shares today is agreeing to buy later at the end of 
period T. Meanwhile, he would use the money to deposit in bank. ∴ He would be willing to pay 
maximum price for the futures, not more than the proceeds of deposit proceeds. Assuming 
the deposit interest rate to be r%, T the time period and S is the money deposited equivalent 
to the price of the share today, then deposit proceeds would be equal to S + (S x r x T)/(12 x 
100). From the two formulae above, we can see that a deal can happen only when they match 
i.e. only when the borrowing ‘r’ rate of seller of futures matches with the deposit ‘r’ rate of 
buyer of futures. 

Therefore, we can write that theoretically a deal can happen for F = S + 𝑆𝑆×𝑟𝑟×𝑇𝑇
12×100

. In case the 
underlying stock distributes dividend within the period T then seller would be willing to receive 
lesser money to the extent of inflow received. At the same time, the buyer would subtract the 
opportunity of not receiving dividend. Therefore, the future price formula would get modified 
to F = S + 𝑆𝑆×𝑟𝑟×𝑇𝑇

12×100
− 𝐷𝐷. We write this as F = S + C – D 

Where C is the cost of Carry; it is so called because it the cost that is incurred to carry the right 
to buy/sell the underlying shares till expiry. 

Note: 

Dividend is relevant in calculation of futures price only when it is expected to be paid in future 
and would be paid on or before expiry. In other words, past dividend paid or dividend expected 
to be paid beyond the tenure of the contract is irrelevant for the calculation. 
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Theoretical price which is also called as fair price/intrinsic price is the one which we calculate 
using fundamental information & formula. It may differ from the actual market price which will 
be available to us from the market by calling the broker. 

Over Valued and Under Valued Futures 

We have seen above, of how we calculate the theoretical price of futures. We know that in the 
futures market the actual price of futures may or may not be equal to the theoretical price.  

If the actual price of futures > Theoretical price of futures, then we say that the futures are 
overvalued. 

If the actual price of futures ₹ Theoretical price of futures, then we say that the futures are 
undervalued. 

If the actual price of futures = Theoretical price of futures, then we say that the futures are 
fairly valued. 

Convergence of Futures Contracts 

Assume that today an underlying which is an equity share is quoting at a price of S today. If ‘r’ 
is the interest rate and if we assume that time period is T is the expiry of a futures contract, 
then theoretically the futures price F = S + 𝑆𝑆×𝑟𝑟×𝑇𝑇

12×100
− 𝐷𝐷 , where D is the dividend expected to be 

paid on or before expiry period of T. 

Now assume that if we are to find the price of futures at the end of expiry i.e. after close of 
market hours on expiry day, then we can substitute T = 0 and can accept the fact that dividend 
would have been paid. Therefore, we can substitute D also equal to 0. Thus, we get F = S. This 
implies that at expiry, theoretically futures price should automatically converge to the 
underlying stock price. This is an important principle of convergence of futures.  

This is an important feature of futures contracts. It means at expiry when we have 0 days to 
expire, futures value will be equal to spot value of equity. We say that futures have converged 
with stock price. This concept would be useful when we solve problems on arbitrage later on 
in the chapter. 

Termination of Futures Contracts 

Once a futures contract is bought/ sold there are two possible ways of terminating it. 1) The 
buyer/seller of futures can reverse the trade before the expiry by selling/buying the future’s 
contract. 2) The future’s contract can be allowed to expire, without doing anything and in that 
case, the settlement would be done using the price of underlying (refer to the concept of 
convergence of futures). 

Pricing of Index Futures 

A stock index, like Nifty, Sensex etc. is a representation of certain number of stocks of various 
sectors that are performing in the economy. Therefore, movement of index is generally used 
to study the movement in economy. Unlike equity share, an index does not distribute dividend. 
In the formula, for equity share futures, we have a term of dividend D, paid by the equity share. 
However, in the case of index at any point of time one would not know this value. This is 
because of different dividend profile of various companies in the index i.e. some companies 
might pay dividend, and some may not and some may pay more frequently. Therefore, we 
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would always be provided with Dividend Yield (d) on the index on any day. One should know 
that it is always stated on per annum basis. 

As per definition d = DPS/MPS or simply D/S and this would give us D = S x d. Since d is in % 
and quoted on per annum basis we can modify it for time T, as = D = S x d x T/ (12 x 100), 
where T is in months. 

Using this value in the future pricing formula, we get 

F = S + S×r×T
12×100

− S×d×T
12×100

 =  S + S×(r−d)×T
12×100

 

The term 'r – d' is the net cost of carry. 

As an example, let us find the futures price of Nifty which quoting at 9000 today. The annual 
dividend yield is given as 2% and if we know that interest rate is at 8% and want to find the 
price of 3-month futures, then: 

F = 9000 + 9000×(0.08−0.02)×3
12×100

 = 9135 

Understanding dividend yield (d) 

It is important to understand the term of dividend yield. Let us say Nifty is 9000 today. If it is 
provided to us that the dividend yield 'd' is 2%, then it implies that as of date sum of dividends 
paid by all the companies in the index in the last one year = 2% x 9000 = ₹180. Assume that 
today is January 23, 2015. Then ₹180 has been paid by all the companies from January 24, 
2014 to January 23, 2015. Therefore, as the day passes, the dates would roll forward and we 
would always have dividend yield for past one year. 

At times, we would be given average dividend yield for a month. This is nothing, but the sum 
of daily dividend yields calculated in the above manner divided by the number of days in that 
month. 

Consider an example that as on December 31, 2014, we are provided with average dividend 
yield for the month as 2%. Then we can interpret it as sum of individual dividend yield of all 
the 31 days of the month of December 2014 divided by 31 days of the month. 

Another very important concept has to be understood. If we want to find the futures price, we 
are interested in knowing information only on future dividends. If the future estimates of 
dividend are not available, then we make an important assumption that past dividend history 
is expected to be repeated. Therefore, we assume that dividends paid by the companies in a 
month during the past one year would be maintained to be paid in the corresponding month 
in the future year.  

For example, if want to find the price of Feb 15 Nifty futures as at the end of January 2015. 
Then we would use the average dividend yield of Nifty for the month Feb 14. Here the 
presumption is that the companies forming part of index would repeat the dividend in the 
forthcoming year too. [Note that in the case of change in the components of index during the 
year, some adjustments for change in composition etc. would be done by the exchange in real 
life situations] 

Consider another example. If it is given that dividend yields for a particular year for the months 
of January, March, July and November are maintained at 3% and for the other months it is 
maintained at 2%, then applicable dividend yield for 4-month future price expiring on 
December 31 would be (2 + 2 + 3 + 2)/4. 
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Physical Settlement Vs Cash Settlement 

In India, future contracts are settled in cash and not settled physically. In other words, the 
buyer of futures will not get the underlying shares at expiry on payment of the contracted 
future price.  

Let us understand this way. Assume that an investor bought ITC futures contract at a price of 
F, to buy the underlying shares of ITC at expiry. Assume that he holds the contract till expiry 
and wants to have the shares. Also assume that the ITC stock price at expiry (period T) is ST. 
Ideally by definition, by paying F, the investor would have the shares of ITC at expiry 
irrespective of price of ST.  

However, owing to inadequacies in the system this is not made possible. Instead the investor 
is paid the difference = ST – F at expiry if ST> F or the investor has to pay the difference = F 
– ST, if ST< F. Similarly, by selling futures, the seller need not deliver the shares at expiry, 
rather receive or pay the difference as per the difference between F and ST. 

The methodology used to pay/receive this difference is as per daily mark to market procedure 
which is explained later. 

Pricing using Compound Interest 

We have learnt till now, the formula of futures using the simple interest concept. Let us explore 
now the compound interest formula. We know the basic formula which is given by: 

A = P (1 + r)T 

Using the above analogy, we can write the price of a stock, which is not expected to pay 
dividend in future as: 

F = S (1 + r)T 

Where, F, S, r and T take the same meanings explained in the above paragraphs. 

If we do half yearly compounding, we write it as: 

F = S (1 +𝑟𝑟
2
)2T 

If we do monthly compounding, then: 

F = S (1 + 𝑟𝑟
12

)12T 

We can generalize the above formula for any frequency of compounding by writing it as 

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑆𝑆 �1 + 𝑟𝑟
12 𝑛𝑛�

�
12
3 ×T

where ‘n’ answers the question, compounding is done every __ months 

and T is stated in years. 

Consider quarterly compounding. Here the compounding is done every 3 months and therefore 
n=3. 

𝑃𝑃 = 𝑆𝑆 �1 +
𝑟𝑟

12
3�
�

12
3 ×1212
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Pricing using CCRI  

If we believe that the compounding frequency is continuous, rather than once in a year etc. 
we call it as Continuous Compounding Rate of Interest (CCRI).  

By logic we can easily understand, when simple interest concept is used to price futures, then 
we do not assume re-investment of interest. 

Similarly, when compound interest concept is used to price futures, then we incorporate re-
investment of interests received. But the interest payment frequency is definite i.e. a known 
number. 

However, if the frequency of compounding is continuous or infinite, then we talk of CCRI.  

The price of futures for a stock S, not paying dividend is given by 

 rt F Se=  

Where ert is an exponential function; here 'e' is the exponent carrying the value of 2.72. 
Mathematicians have proved that when we assume reinvestment of income on a continuous 
basis, we have to multiply the principal amount with ert to get the amount. Here 'r' is the rate 
of interest per annum and T is the time period in years. 

Obviously, when we assume CCRI, for a principal invested, the amount will be at a maximum 
at the end of the period as compared to when we assume compounding of interest with lesser 
frequency or when we assume simple interest. We can understand this using the following 
example: 

Assume that we deposit  ₹1000 for a period of 1 year at a simple interest rate of 10%. Then 
the amount that would be available after a year would be = 1000 + 100×10×12

12×100
=  ₹1100 

Now let us assume, same principal invested but assume quarterly compounding. Here the 
amount would be: 

𝑃𝑃 = 1000 × �1 +
0.1

12
3�
�

12
3� ×1

 

=  ₹1103.81 

We see that by compounding we get a higher interest than simple interest, and can say that  
₹3.81arises out of reinvestment of interest income every quarter. 

Now finally, if we assume CCRI for the same date, we get: 

F = Sert = 1000 x e0.10 x 1 = 1000 x e0.10 =  ₹1105.20 (since e0.10 = 1.1052) 

We see that this amount  ₹1105.20 is more than both the two amounts arrived at by using SI 
& CI. 

Note: 

If we rewrite each of the three amounts in terms of 1000 x (1 + rt): 

In the case of SI, we can write 1100 = 1000 x (1 + 0.1) 

In the case of CI, we can write 1103.81 = 1000 x (1 + 0.10381) 

In the case of CCRI, we can write 1105.2 = 1000 x (1 + 0.1052) 

Therefore, we can say that the amount in the case of CCRI is the highest value for ‘rt’. 
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Future Value and Present Value 

In all the three cases, we placed  ₹1000 today and we received the respective amounts 1 year 
later i.e. by multiplying with rate and period, using appropriate assumptions of re-investment 
we got the future value.  

In the case of CCRI, we see that if we multiply the amount 1000 with ert i.e. 1000 x e0.10x 1 
(where e0.10 = 1.1052) we get the future value of  ₹1105.20. Now, if we divide  ₹1105.20 
by the exponential value i.e.  ₹1105.20 / ert we get  ₹1105.20 / 1.1052 =  ₹1000=Present 
value i.e. money deposited. 

Therefore, we can see that to find future value we multiplied by ert and to find the present 
value we divide by ert or we can say multiply by e–rt. 

 

To find the future value of a sum, multiply it by ert; To find the present value of a sum, 
divide it by ert;  

Futures Pricing (CCRI) with dividend 

If we want to find future’s price of a stock paying dividend we have following possibilities: 

Dividend is known to us in ‘Absolute Terms’ (Mostly applicable for Stock) 

Here F = (S – De-rt) x ert 

 Here it is assumed that dividend is paid on the last day when the futures are set to 
expire. However, the time of receipt of dividend need not coincide with the expiry of the 
futures. In that case ‘t’ would take different values in the two places in the equation.  

Dividend in Yield form (Mostly applicable for Indices) 

 Here F = Se(r – d)t 

Where‘d’ is the dividend yield quotes as % per annum. 
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Commodity Pricing 

Commodities, unlike equity shares involve storage costs, insurance, cost of fixed deposit etc. 
These are financial outflows for the buyer of commodity futures. Unlike equity shares, 
commodities do not pay dividend. Therefore, there are no financial inflows. 

When we learnt the concept of pricing, we have learnt that the buyer of futures subtracts any 
financial inflows. On the same line, he would add any additional financial outflows. Therefore, 
while pricing commodity futures we would replace –D with +s. 

Therefore, our futures price formula of simple interest becomes: 

F = S + C + s 

 

And, our futures price formula of CCRI would be based on whether storage is given in ‘Absolute’ 
or ‘%’ terms. 

Storage is known to us in ‘Absolute Terms’  

F = (S + se-rt) x ert 

Storage is known to us in % form  

F = Se(r + s)t 

Example - Margins 

Consider an equity share represented by S & quoting at  ₹1000 today. Assume that 3 months 
futures are available for this stock. If r = 10% and the stock is not expected to give dividend 
before expiry (i.e. D = 0). Then the theoretical price of 3 month futures would be given by 

F = 1000 + 100×10×3
12×100

 

=  ₹1025 
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Now consider an investor Mr. A is bullish on the prospect of the above stock & expected stock 
will rise in the next three months. However, he does not want to buy underlying stock today. 
Instead he wants to buy future. Assume that another investor Mr. B is Bearish & believes price 
of S will fall in the next three months. Therefore, he is willing to sell futures at current level of 
1025.Assume that future prices from the day, the contract are initiated, till expiry, are as given 
in the table below. 

 

Day Futures 

1 1025 

2 1145 

3 1100 

4 1060 

5 1040 

As at the end of each day, either the buyer of futures or the seller of futures would make 
money depending on the price movement of the futures. The buyer would make money if the 
future price rises & in that case the future price movement has matched with his original view. 
Similarly, the seller of futures would make money if the price of futures falls & again in that 
case, the movement of the asset prices has matched with his view.  

In the above table, the buy & sell position of futures of A & B are marked on a daily basis with 
the closing future price prevailing at the end of respective days. This process is called ‘Marking 
to Market’. In this process, the buyer of futures would make money, if the futures price rise 
and the seller would make money if the futures price falls. At the end of each day, when this 
process is done, the gain of buyer matches with the loss of seller numerically and vice versa. 
In other words, the sum of gain/loss of the buyer and loss/gain of the seller is always zero. 
Therefore, futures are called zero sum games. 

An exchange cannot wait till expiry to settle the future contract since at time the losses can 
be huge for the counterparty to manage. Therefore, each of the positions whether buy/sell 
has to be monitored on a daily basis. Moreover, exchange as an obligation, to ensure 
fulfillment of every contract and hence there is a need to monitor the position on a daily basis 
and be in a position where both the counterparties are able to fulfill their obligations on daily 
basis. 

At the end of any day till the expiry of contract, either the buyer or the seller might be in a 
losing position. Therefore, in order to ensure daily settlement of the gains of one of the 
counterparty there is a need to collect some amount as Initial Deposit in a separate A/c called 
Margin Account. This account is maintained at the broker end for each of the counterparties 
& it is a responsibility of the broker to monitor the balance in this Margin account (It is 
impractical for an Exchange to directly debit/credit money of the counterparties in a very large 
system. Therefore, exchanges direct brokers to maintain margin account at their end. The 
Initial Money has to be collected from both the buyer & seller since either of them can lose 
depending on the movement of futures price. The quantum of initial money to be collected is 
decided based on value at risk principle, where the maximum rise/fall of the underlying stock 
is studied for the past 200 days. (Approximately 1 year excluding holidays). The Initial Money 
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collected by the respective brokers is called Initial Margin. This is generally stated in 
percentage terms & usually matches with the maximum stock rise/maximum stock fall in the 
last one year. Most times, the exchange would add additional percentage to be collected to 
account for vitality. 

In the above example, assume that the Initial Margin to be collected is fixed at  ₹120 per unit 
of future, then both A & B would deposit  ₹120 in their account maintained with the respective 
brokers In that case the movement of funds, in the respective margin account would be as 
follows.  

Day Futures Mark to Market - 
Buyer 

Margin A/c 
Buyer 

Mark to Market - 
Seller Margin A/c Seller 

1 1025 – 120 – 120 

2 1145 +120 240 –120 0 

2 Deposit   +120 120 

: : : : : : 

: : : : : : 

: : : : : : 

: : : : : : 

28 1100 –45 195 +45 165 

29 1060 –40 155 +40 205 

30 1040 –20 135 +20 225 

Overall +15  –15  

It is important that at the end of each day there is sufficient balance in the margin account of 
the counterparties in order to honour the deal on daily and consistent basis. From the table, 
we can see that at the end of day 2, the margin account balance of B is zero and there is a 
possibility that next day if the prices rise further, B may not have any money to pay up for his 
losses. Therefore, the broker would stipulate an amount that needs to be maintained in the 
margin account the end of any day. This limit stipulated by the broker is called Maintenance 
Margin limit. Whenever, the account balance goes below this limit, the broker would make 
margin call and would advise the buyer/seller as the case may be to deposit money in the 
margin account, so as to bring the margin account balance back to Initial Margin Level. The 
money that is deposited to bring the account back to Initial Margin Level is called Variation 
Margin. 

If it has been decide that  ₹ 100 is the maintenance Margin Level that has to be maintained 
at all times then the broker would make a margin call to B at the end of Day 2. On receiving 
margin call, if B has an intention to carry this sell position further he would deposit  ₹ 120 and 
bring this account back to Initial Margin Level. In that case, the margin account balance of B 
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would rise back to initial margin level of 120. On no particular day the margin account balance 
of A fell below the Maintenance Margin Limit, therefore there would be no margin call. 

From the table, we can calculate the net gain/loss to A & B using any of the two methods. 

Method 1: (Using Change in Price) 

A -1025 + 1040 = +15 

B +1025 – 1040 = –15 

Method 2: (Using Margin account balance) 

A –120 + 135 = +15 

B –120 – 120 + 225 = –15 

Initial Margin Estimation in the Futures Market 

The amounts of initial and maintenance margin levels are set by the exchange and are 
different for different contracts. Since exchanges adopt daily market to market settlement 
process, it needs to ensure that margins are designed to protect the integrity of the market 
over a single day. Therefore, the margin must be large enough to cover a reasonable range of 
price movements over a single day. Exchanges normally set the initial margin to cover absolute 
daily price change of the contract plus 3 standard deviations.  

Assume that the future prices over the last 10 days of a particular contract were 150, 157, 
148, 159, 155, 155, 148, 157, 167, and 175 and if exchange were to use this as a reference 
for setting initial margin, then by taking mean of 9 days absolute price changes (i.e. daily 
returns of future prices over previous day's price) we get 1.84%. This is 'µ' and if we take the 
standard deviation of these returns, we get σ as 5.08%. Hence for a  ₹ 1,00,000 worth futures 
contract the initial margin that would be collected initially = µ + 3σ = 1.84 + 3 x 5.08 = 17% 
approximately of contract value or  ₹ 17,000. By collecting this, under the assumption that 
future price returns are normally distributed, the exchange is covering itself from default by 
the trader in 99.7% of situations. Note that both price volatility and the size of the contract is 
covered in this calculation. Also note that in pronounced volatility periods, an exchange may 
elect to change the contract's margin levels. 

[Understand the concepts of mean and standard deviation from the chapter of Portfolio 
Management] 

Settlement of Futures Contract 

We had commented above that the futures contracts are settled only in cash and not physically 
settled. Now we are in a position to under stand this even better. If a futures contract is bought, 
the buyer gets the right to buy the shares at the transacted futures price, say F0 at expiry. 
Assume that the buyer holds this contract till expiry, then there are three situations possible. 

 

1. The settlement price ST> F0 
Here the buyer would make gains since the price has risen. He is entitled to his gains of ST – 
F0. But this is not paid to him at expiry. Through his margin account he would have received 
this gain on a daily basis. In fact, there might be several inflows and outflows into/from his 
margin account during the contract period depending on daily movement of futures prices but 
the net result would be gains to him = ST – F0. If the buyer wants to buy the underlying shares 
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then he would use his own funds = ST and buy the shares from the cash market at expiry, 
instead of getting the shares through settlement of futures contract. Since he is receiving the 
gains of ST – F0, his net cost of purchase = – ST + (ST – F0) = –F0 = Futures price paid [minus 
sign indicates outflow and plus sign indicates inflow] 

2. The settlement price ST< F0 
Here the buyer would make losses since the price has fallen. Here the seller would make gains 
ST – F0. Therefore, buyer’s loss = – (ST – F0) = F0 – ST. As explained in the previous part for 
the buyer, the seller too would receive his gains through his margin account on a daily basis. 
If the buyer wants to buy the underlying shares then he would use his own funds = ST and buy 
the shares from the cash market at expiry, instead of getting the shares through settlement 
of futures contract. Since he is paying for his losses of F0 – ST, his net cost of purchase = – ST 
– (F0 – ST) = –F0 = Futures price paid  

3. The settlement price ST = F0 
There would zero gain or loss. He would not have received anything through his margin 
account. Since the price has closed at the same price as his futures price on settlement, he 
can buy the shares in the cash market at that price. 

Major players in derivatives markets 

1. Hedgers 

A hedger holds a position in the cash market and is worried about fall in the value of his 
portfolio. He would take an opposite position in the futures market to protect against fall in 
value of his portfolio. [We would study hedging separately after we learn basics of portfolios] 

2. Speculators 

The term “Speculate” refers to making a guess of the movement of a price. Speculators as 
such make guess about the movement of stock prices. Speculators make money by taking a 
bet on a future’s price and they always trade directions. In other words, if the future is 
expected to be rising they buy first & sell later & if future is expected to be falling, they sell 
first & buy later. Speculators contribute to huge volume in the market. Speculators as such 
take directional calls.  

3. Arbitrageurs 

Arbitrageurs try to identify deviations/mis-pricing in futures prices from their fair (theoretical) 
values. They enter into buy and sell transactions, in two different markets (here cash and 
futures markets) at the same time to earn risk free rate of return. If the transaction costs like 
brokerage, taxes etc. and financing costs like funding margins etc. exceed the difference in 
actual futures price and theoretical futures price, then the arbitrage is not undertaken. 

Arbitrage Process 

We know that theoretical price of futures is given by F = S + C – D.  

The left-hand side of the equation (LHS) is available for trading in the market i.e. we can 
buy/sell future’s directly in the market. 

The right side of the equation (RHS), which defines what a future is, can be created 
synthetically. In other words, if we borrow money today and use entire money to buy a share 
& hold it till expiry while receiving dividend before expiry, then the net cost of this transaction 
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is = S + S x r x T – D, which is nothing but money payable on borrowing less inflows. 
Theoretically this should match the futures price quoted in the market. 

If not, we say that futures are mispriced in the market. Then only an arbitrage is possible and 
we can exploit this mispricing to have gains equivalent to FMkt. – (S + C – D). Remember S + C 
– D is the theoretical value of F. So, we can say that FMkt.≠ F. 

Case 1 – Futures are overvalued 
When market price of futures is greater than theoretical price of futures we say that futures 
are overvalued. Therefore, FMkt.> F  

i.e. FMkt. – F > 0 

i.e. FMkt. – (S + C – D) > 0 

Note the positive sign of FMkt. and the negative sign of (S + C – D) i.e. if we sell Futures in the 
market and create –(S + C – D) synthetically we can exploit the gains. Therefore, when futures 
are overvalued, we sell Futures and buy the underlying stock simultaneously using borrowed 
funds. 

Case 2 – Futures are undervalued 
When market price of futures is less than theoretical value of futures then we say future’s are 
undervalued. Therefore, FMkt.< F 

FMkt. – F < 0 

Or F – FMkt. > O 

(S + C – D) – FMkt. > 0 

Note the negative sign of FMkt. and the positive sign of (S + C – D) i.e. if we buy Futures in the 
market and create +(S + C – D) synthetically we can exploit the gains. Therefore, when futures 
are undervalued, we buy Futures and sell the underlying stock simultaneously and use the 
funds to deposit. 

We summarize as follows: 

 Futures Market Stock Market 

Future’s Overvalued Sell Buy 

Future’s Undervalued Buy Sell 

Assumptions while solving problems in exam 

In an arbitrage strategy, which are the assumptions we generally make while solving problems, 
though they are not true in real life? 

Investors are assumed to borrow and lend at the same rate, which is the riskless rate.  

We ignore all transactions costs on both buying and selling.  

We ignore payment of margins wherever applicable  

When arbitrage is done by buying future and selling stock, it is assumed that stock is available 
for selling and if not available, it can be borrowed free of cost. 
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  PROBLEMS   

 

1. Find the theoretical price of a 3-month futures contract, if the price of the underlying share 
is 500 and interest rate is 10%. Assume stock is expected to pay dividend of ₹10 within 
three months. If the futures are quoting at ₹512 in the market, are they overvalued? Also, 
find the value of 15 contracts, if each contract has 200 units as the underlying.  

 

2. The following information is available: EQ 

Sensex 5000 

Risk free interest rate 6% p.a. 

Dividends yield on Index 4% p.a. 

a. What is the price of the 4 months BSE Sensex futures contract? 

b. How your answer would change if, stocks giving dividend in next 4 months, is 75%? 

 

3. The six months forward price of a security is ₹208.18. The rate of borrowing is 8 percent 
per annum payable at monthly rates. What will be the spot price? [NOV 2011] 

 

4. Calculate the theoretical price of 3-month ITC futures, if ITC (FV ₹1) quotes ₹230 on NSE, 
and the 3-month futures price quotes at ₹239 in the market, and the borrowing rate is 
given as 12% and the expected dividend is ₹5 payable in two months. (Given e0.03 = 
1.0305, e–0.02 = 0.9802) 

 

5. Find the theoretical price of NIFTY index futures today. Following information is given: 

Tenure of contract 90 days 

Nifty Index today 8000 

Continuously compounded dividend yield 2% per annum 

Risk free rate 8% per annum 

After 30 days if the index value is 8350, what is the theoretical value of this futures 
contract? [Take 1 year = 365 days; 𝑒𝑒0.0148 = 1.0149, 𝑒𝑒0.0049 = 1.0049] 

6. On 31-8-2011, the value of stock index was ₹ 2,200. The risk-free rate of return has been 
8% per annum. Assuming the interest is continuously compounded daily, find out the future 
price of contract deliverable on 31-12-2011. Given 𝑒𝑒0.01583 = 1.01593 [MAY 2012] 

The dividend yield on this Stock Index is as under: 
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Month Dividend Paid Month Dividend Paid 

January 3% July 3% 

February 4% August 4% 

March 3% September 3% 

April 3% October 3% 

May 4% November 4% 

June 3% December 3% 

7. On January 1, 2013 an investor wants to find the theoretical price of NIFTY futures expiring 
on February 28, 2013. The following information is given: [MAY 2013] 

The current value of NIFTY is 5900 

The cost of capital to the investor is 10.5% per annum.  

No. of days in a year be treated as 365 

[Given: ln (1.105) = 0.0998, 𝑒𝑒0.015858 = 1.01598] 

8. Calculate the theoretical price of 3-month Copper futures per Kg., if Copper is traded in 
the spot market at ₹315 per Kg, its storage cost is 4% p.a. and the interest rate is 10% 
p.a. (Given 𝑒𝑒0.035 = 1.0356) 

9. A futures contract is available on a company that pays an annual dividend of ₹5 and whose 
stock is currently priced at ₹200. Each futures contract calls for delivery of 1,000 shares 
of stock in one-year, daily marking to market, an initial margin of 10% and a maintenance 
margin of 5%. The current Treasury bill rate is 8%.  

a. Given the above information, what should the price of one futures contract be?  

b. If the company stock decreases by 7%, what will be, if any, the change in the futures 
price?  

c. As a result of the company stock decrease, will an investor that has a long position in 
one futures contract of this company realize a gain or a loss?  

d. What must the initial balance in the margin account be? Following the stock decrease, 
what will be, if any, the change in the margin account? Will the investor need to top up 
the margin account? If yes, by how much and why?  

Note: When the average daily absolute change in the value of contract µ is given and the 
standard deviation of these changes σ is given, then Initial Margin = µ + 3σ. 

10. Shyam bought one future contract of Nifty on April 13, 2016 at the closing value. The 
average daily absolute change in value of contract is ₹15,000 and standard deviation of 
these changes is ₹4,000. The maintenance margin is 95% of initial margin. Determine the 
daily balances in the margin account and payment on margin calls if any. Assume each lot 
has 100 units of the underlying. Also calculate overall gain/loss for Shyam. The following 
are the 5-day trend of Nifty futures prices during April 2016. 
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Date Open High Low Close 

Apr 13, 2016 7913 7913 7858 7885 

Apr 14, 2016 7937 7937 7881 7881 

Apr 15, 2016 7920 7920 7852 7852 

Apr 18, 2016 7993 7993 7872 7872 

Apr 19, 2016 7930 7930 7875 7892 

Shyam bought one future contract (100 units) of Nifty on April 13, 2016 at the closing value. 
The average daily absolute change in value of contract is ₹15,000 and standard deviation of 
these changes is ₹4,000. The maintenance margin is 95% of initial margin. Determine the 
daily margin account balances and payment on margin calls if any. Calculate gain/loss. 

Solution: 

Initial margin    = Mean + 3 x Standard Deviation 

     = ₹1,5000 + 3 x ₹4,000 

     = ₹27,000 

Maintenance Margin  = 95% x ₹27,000 

     =₹25,650 

All amount in 
₹ 

Opening 
Margin 
Account 
Balance 

Close Change 
Per unit 

Change 
Per lot 

Margin 
account 
Balance 

Margin 
Call 

Closing 
Margin 
Account 
Balance 

Apr 13, 2016 27000.00 7885 0.00 0 27000.00 0.00 27000.00 

Apr 14, 2016 27000.00 7881 -4.00 -400 26600.00 0.00 26600.00 

Apr 15, 2016 26600.00 7852 -29.00 -2900 23700.00 3300.00 27000.00 

Apr 18, 2016 27000.00 7872 20.00 2000 29000.00 0.00 29000.00 

Apr 19, 2016 29000.00 7892 20.00 2000 31000.00 0.00 31000.00 

Gain/Loss: = 1 x 100 x (7892 – 7885) = +₹700 

Or Gain/Loss = Closing balance of margin account – Opening balance of margin account + 
withdrawals from margin account – deposits in the margin account 

= ₹31,000 – ₹27,000 + ₹0 – ₹3,300 = –₹700 

Shyam gained ₹700 in this futures transaction. 
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11. The share of X Ltd. is currently selling for ₹300. Risk free interest rate is 0.8% per month. 
A three months’ futures contract is selling for ₹312. Develop an arbitrage strategy and 
show what your risk less profit will be 3 months hence, assuming that X Ltd., will pay ₹4.20 
dividend within the next three months. 

Solution: 

Step 1: Theoretical Price of 3-month X Ltd. Futures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Step2: Compare with Market Price of X Ltd. Futures 

 

 

 

Step3: Arbitrage Strategy 

 

 

 

Step 4: Table 

Today Position CF Today Expiry Position 
CF at 
Expiry 

Net Cash 
Flow 

 

       

 

       

 

       

 

       

 
      

 

Arbitrage Profit 
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Assumptions: 

 

 

12. Calculate the theoretical price of 2-month ABC futures, if ABC (FV ₹10) quotes ₹350 on 
NSE, and the borrowing rate is given as 12% and the expected dividend is ₹6 payable in 2 
months. The 2-month futures price quotes at ₹342 in the market. Is there any arbitrage 
opportunity?  

Solution: 

Step 1: Theoretical Price of 3-month X Ltd. Futures 

 

 

 

 

Step2: Compare with Market Price of X Ltd. Futures 

 

 

Step3: Arbitrage Strategy 

 

 

 

Step 4: Table 

Today Position CF Today Expiry Position 
CF at 
Expiry 

Net Cash 
Flow 

       

       

       

       

 
      Arbitrage Profit 

 

 

 

Assumptions: 
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 NOTES  
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  PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE   

 
1. A trader goes long 100 units of ITC Futures at  ₹350. He squares his entire position at  

₹390. What is his profit per unit? [Answer:  ₹4000] 

2. A trader covers his short position in 50 units Infosys futures at  ₹3500. If he had made 
gains of  ₹3500, what was his original trade? [Answer: Short  ₹3570] 

3. A trader wants to buy 50 1-month futures contracts of RIL Industries Ltd. The lot size is 
250. If the price of RIL futures is  ₹930, what is the total value of 50 RIL futures contracts? 
[Answer:  ₹1,16,25,000] 

4. Calculate the theoretical price of 3-month Infosys futures, if Infosys quotes  ₹3520 on NSE, 
and the borrowing rate is given as 10% and the expected dividend  ₹100 payable before 
expiry. [Answer:  ₹3508] 

5. Calculate the theoretical price of 3-month Nifty futures which quotes at 9000 today. Money 
can be borrowed and lent at 12% in the market. The average 3-month dividend yield is 3% 
per annum. [Answer: 9202.50] 

6. Calculate the theoretical price of 3-month Powergrid futures, if Powergrid (FV  ₹1) quotes  
₹150 on NSE, and the borrowing rate is given as 12% and the expected dividend is  ₹5 
payable on expiry. (Given 𝑒𝑒0.03 = 1.0305) [Answer:  ₹149.58] 

7. Today a stock index is 29000. The risk-free rate of return has been 8% per annum. 
Assuming the interest is continuously compounded, find out the future price of contract 
deliverable in 3 months, if the average dividend yield on this Stock Index for the relevant 
period is 2%. Given 𝑒𝑒0.015 = 1.015 [Answer: 29438] 

8. A futures contract is bought at a price of  ₹700 which has 1000 units of the underlying. 
Initial Margin is 10% and the Maintenance Margin is 8%. If the price falls to  ₹680, will the 
trader receive a margin call? If yes, what amount he has to fill in? [Answer: Initial Margin 
=  ₹70000; Maintenance Margin =  ₹56000; The trader has to fill in  ₹20000] 

9. Today shares of N Ltd. are quoting at ₹600. Three months futures are quoting at ₹627.30. 
No dividend is expected in the next three months. Assume CCRI of 9%. (Given 𝑒𝑒0.0225 =
1.0228) 

a. Calculate theoretical futures price 

b. Is there any opportunity to make some money? Detail it. 

c. What is futures quote at ₹600 in the market? 

[Answer: Arbitrage possible in both situations – See Notes] 

10. The share of X Ltd. is currently selling for  ₹300. Risk free interest rate is 12% per annum. 
A three months futures contract is selling for  ₹310. Develop an arbitrage strategy and 
show what your risk less profit will be 3 months hence, assuming that X Ltd., will pay a 
dividend of  ₹4 in the next three months. [Answer: Arbitrage profit =  ₹5] 

11. The share of X Ltd. is currently selling for  ₹300. Risk free interest rate is 12% per annum. 
A three months futures contract is selling for  ₹295. Develop an arbitrage strategy and 
show what your risk less profit will be 3 months hence, assuming that X Ltd., does not pay 
dividend. [Answer: Arbitrage profit =  ₹14] 
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12. Calculate the price of 3 months ADS futures, if ADS (FV ₹10) quotes ₹440 on NSE and 3 
months future price quotes at ₹454 and the borrowing rate is given as 15% p.a. and the 
expected annual dividend yield is 25% per annum payable before expiry. Also examine 
arbitrage opportunities. [Answer: ₹454, No Arbitrage possible, since fair value = market 
value of futures] 

13. The following are the 5-day trend of NTPC prices during March 2019. 

Date Open High Low Close 

March 1 141.70 143.75 141.65 143.00 

March 5 143.00 148.20 143.00 147.00 

March 6 147.70 149.50 147.10 148.95 

March 7 149.10 150.60 145.50 146.20 

March 8 147.50 154.80 145.35 152.20 

Shyam bought one future contract of NTPC on 28th February 2019 at 141.25. The 
average daily absolute change in value of contract is ₹10,000 and standard deviation 
of these changes is ₹5,000. The maintenance margin is 80% of initial margin. 
Determine the daily balances in the margin account. Assume each lot has 4000 units 
of the underlying. It is given that Shyam withdraws entire amount above initial margin 
whenever the margin account balance increases and pays margin calls whenever 
demanded. Also calculate overall gain/loss for Shyam. [Answer: Margin calls = ₹11,000 
on March 7, Withdrawals – all days except March 7 – totaling ₹54,800, Net Gain 
₹43,800] 

14. Ram takes a long position on the first day of March in 2-month Nifty futures when Nifty 
was 11000. The risk-free rate of return has been 6% per annum. The dividend yield on this 
Stock Index over the past year was as under: 

Month Dividend Paid Month Dividend Paid 

January 1.2% July 1.3% 

February 1.2% August 1.4% 

March 1.3% September 1.3% 

April 1.3% October 1.3% 

May 1.4% November 1.4% 

June 1.3% December 1.3% 

Find out the theoretical future price. Given e0.00922 = 1.009263. 

 [Answer: 11101.89] 
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15. Ram takes a short position on the 1st day of June when Nifty was 11000. This futures will 
expire on last day of August. The risk-free rate of return has been 6% per annum. The 
dividend yield on this Stock Index over the past year was as under: 

Month Dividend Paid Month Dividend Paid 

January 1.2% July 1.3% 

February 1.2% August 1.4% 

March 1.3% September 1.3% 

April 1.3% October 1.3% 

May 1.4% November 1.4% 

June 1.3% December 1.3% 

Find out the theoretical future price. Given e0.0142 = 1.014301. 

 [Answer: 11157.31] 

16. Arvind takes a long position on the 16th day of September in Nifty futures when Nifty was 
11000. Futures are to expire on the last day of November. The risk-free rate of return has 
been 6% per annum. The dividend yield on this Stock Index over the past year was as 
under: 

Month Dividend Paid Month Dividend Paid 

January 1.2% July 1.3% 

February 1.2% August 1.4% 

March 1.3% September 1.3% 

April 1.3% October 1.3% 

May 1.4% November 1.4% 

June 1.3% December 1.3% 

Find out the theoretical future price taking period in terms of months. Given e0.011696 =
1.011765. 

 [Answer: 11129.41] 
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NORMAL DISTRIBUTION 
 

 

 

  CONCEPTS   

The normal distribution is the most important and most widely used distribution in 
statistics. Normal distributions are defined by two parameters, the mean (μ) and the standard 
deviation (σ). But the general properties of any normal distribution are as under: 

1. The mean lies in the middle of the distribution 

2. Normal distributions are symmetric around their mean. 

3. The total area under the ‘normal’ curve is 100% or 1.0. Since the curve is symmetric 
around the mean, the area on either side from the centre is 50% or 0.5 each.  
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4. Normal distributions are denser in the center and less dense in the tails. The end of the 
curve where it tapers across the horizontal base line is called “Tail”. 

5. Approximately 68.27% of the area of a normal distribution is within one standard 
deviation of the mean; approximately 95.45% of the area of a normal distribution is 
within two standard deviations of the mean; approximately 99.73% of the area of a 
normal distribution is within three standard deviations of the mean. 

 

 
 

Generally four tables are used to provide a normal distributed value of a variable X. We always 
have a task to find out the corresponding area ‘for a number’ generally represented by ‘z’ or 
‘x’. The four table types are briefly stated below. 

 

No. Type of Table ‘V’ - value given 

1. From 0 to Z 
 

2. 
One tail 

i.e. Z to  or -  to - Z 
 

3. From – Z to + Z 
 

4. From –  to Z or – Z to 
 

 

∞ ∞

∞
∞
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In the chapter of Derivatives, we use the properties of normal distribution to solve problems 
of options pricing, using the Black Scholes Model 

 

Note: 

1.  If the value of x or z, is positive, cumulative ND value > 0.5 

2.  If the value of x or z, is negative, cumulative ND value < 0.5 

3.  If the value of x or z, is zero, cumulative ND value = 0.5 

 NOTES  
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 NOTES  
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3    

 

DERIVATIVES - OPTIONS 
 

 

 

  THEORY   

 

Future contract Vs Option contract 

1. In a futures contract the buyer/seller has an obligation, whereas in an options contract the 
buyer has right but no obligation.  

2. Futures create symmetrical impact on positions whereas impact of options on positions 
are asymmetrical. 

3. Futures contracts may involve mark to market liabilities, whereas option contracts do not 
involve mark to mark liabilities. 

4. No upfront premium or receipt of upfront income is present in futures market, whereas 
options markets involve either payment or receipt of upfront premium. 

5. In futures contract the potential loss on position for a buyer is not known in advance where 
as in options, it is known in advance. 

Options contract require comparatively lower investment than the futures contract.   

Leverage benefit is more in options contract and it is magnified even further with a possibility 
of a maximum loss restricted to premium paid. 

Option contracts provide expanded opportunity set in trading positions as several strategies 
can be built for various risk-return combinations. 

Transaction costs are fairly lower in option contracts as compared to futures contracts. 

Potential advantages while trading options 

The potential advantages of options viz. put, and calls include: 
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1. Relatively smaller investment 

2. Leverage benefit 

3. Maximum possible premium paid 

4. In an option trade, maximum loss is known in advance 

5. Using options, one can create many strategies based on one’s risk return profile 

 

Straddles and Strangles   

In a situation where the direction of the price movement of stock/future is unknown, but if we are 
aware of the size and speed of the fluctuation, rather than its specific direction, the ideal trade to 
be executed in the market are Straddles and Strangles.  

Purchasing a call option and a put option with the same exercise price is called a "long straddle". 
If the view is that the market is likely to break-out on either side and volatility are at low levels, we 
do a straddle. We do this strategy whenever the options are under-valued & the market is likely 
to make a big move. In this strategy, the maximum gains are unlimited, and the maximum loss is 
restricted to the total premium paid. Whenever there is a large move in the market, we get benefit 
from a straddle. However, if the market doesn't move then we would suffer enormous time decay. 

A strategy where we purchase a call and a put with different exercise prices is called a "long 
strangle". Whenever we believe that the markets are likely to break-out on either side, with 
volatility at low levels and we desire to adopt a strategy with reduced outflow, then we execute 
strangles. In this strategy, the maximum gains are unlimited but maximum loss is restricted to 
total premium paid. Thus, whenever we expect that the market is likely to make a big move, and 
we want to restrict initial outflow we execute strangles. 

Similarly, the sale of a call and a put with the same exercise price is known as a "short straddle". 
A strategy where you sell a call and a put with different exercise prices is called a "short strangle". 
These are executed whenever we believe that volatility is at peak and we expect stock prices 
reverse the current trend. 

Assumptions of Black and Scholes Model  

1. The stock pays no dividends during the option's life 

2. European exercise terms are used 

3. No restrictions or penalties for short selling 

4. No commissions, transaction costs, taxes etc. are charged 

5. Interest rates remain constant and known 

6. Returns are normally distributed 
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Problems of the Black-Scholes Model 

1. Black-Scholes Model assumes that the risk-free rate and the stock's volatility are constant. 
This is obviously wrong as risk free rate and volatility fluctuates according to market 
conditions.  

2. The Black-Scholes Model assumes that stock prices are continuous and that large changes 
(such as those seen after a merger announcement) don't occur.  

3. The Black-Scholes Model assumes a stock pays no dividends until after expiration.  

4. Analysts can only estimate a stock's volatility instead of directly observing it, as they can 
for the other inputs.  

5. The Black-Scholes Model tends to overvalue deep out-of-the-money calls and undervalue 
deep in-the-money calls.  

6. The Black-Scholes Model tends to misprice options that involve high-dividend stocks.  

7. However, despite these known limitations, the classic Black-Scholes model is still the most 
popular with options traders today due to its simplicity. 

Factors affecting Option Price 

Options are assets that derive value from an underlying asset; increase in the value of the 
underlying asset will increase the value of the right to buy at a fixed price. On the same lines, any 
increase in the value of the underlying asset will decrease the value of right to sell that asset at a 
fixed price. On the other hand, increasing the strike price will reduce the value of calls and 
increase the value of puts. 

While calls and puts move in opposite directions when stock prices and strike prices are varied, 
they both increase in value as the life of the option and the variance in the underlying asset’s 
value increases. The reason for this is the fact that options have limited losses. Unlike traditional 
assets that tend to get less valuable as risk is increased, options become more valuable as the 
underlying asset becomes more volatile. This is so because the added variance cannot worsen 
the downside risk (you still cannot lose more than what you paid for the option) while making 
potential profits much higher. In addition, a longer life for the options just allows more time for 
both call and put options to appreciate in value. Since calls provide the right to buy the underlying 
asset at a fixed price, an increase in the value of the asset will increase the value of the calls. 
Puts, on the other hand, become less valuable as the value of the asset increase. 

The final two inputs that affect the value of the call and put options are the risk less interest rate 
and the expected dividends on the underlying asset. The buyers of call and put options usually 
pay the price of the option up front, and wait for the expiration day to exercise. Thus, higher 
interest rates will generally increase the value of call options (by reducing the present value of the 
price on exercise) and decrease the value of put options (by decreasing the present value of the 
price received on exercise). The expected dividends paid by assets make them less valuable; thus, 
the call option on a stock that does not pay a dividend should be worth more than a call option 
on a stock that does pay a dividend. The reverse should be true for put options. 
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Option Greeks 

Trying to predict what will happen to the price of a single option or a position involving multiple 
options as the market changes can be a difficult proposition. Because the option price does not 
always appear to move in conjunction with the price of the underlying asset, it is important to 
understand what factors contribute to the movement in the price of an option, and what effect 
they have.  

Options traders often refer to the delta, gamma, vega, theta and rho of their option positions. 
Collectively, these terms are known as the "Greeks" and they provide a way to measure the 
sensitivity of an option's price to quantifiable factors. These terms may seem confusing and 
intimidating to new option traders, but broken down, the Greeks refer to simple concepts that can 
help one better understand the risk and potential reward of an option position. 

First, one should understand that the numbers given for each of the Greeks are strictly theoretical. 
That means the values are projected based on mathematical models. Most of the information one 
need to trade options - like the, bid, ask, and last prices, volume, and open interest - is factual 
data received from the various option exchanges and distributed by data service and/or 
brokerage firm.  

But the Greeks cannot simply be looked up in everyday option tables. They need to be calculated, 
and their accuracy is only as good as the model used to compute them. To get them, one will need 
access to a computerized solution that calculates them using the market variables like price, 
volatility, interest rate etc.  

Summary - Greeks 

1. Delta tells us how much the option premium increases/decreases with increase/decrease 
in the underlying stock price.  

2. Gamma tells us the pace at which the option premium increases or decreases - effectively 
the rate at which delta would change.  

3. Theta tells us the rate at which the time value component in the option premium will 
decrease.  

4. Vega tells us how much your option premium will increase or decrease with increase/ 
decrease in the level of its volatility (IV).  

5. Rho is essentially used to measure sensitivity of the interest rate on the options prices.  

 

Embedded Derivatives  

A derivative can be broadly defined as a financial instrument which requires very little investment, 
whose value is linked to the value of underlying, and that instrument which will be dealt today for 
settlement in future. An embedded derivative is that derivative which is embedded in another 
contract called as the host contract. Usually we do mark-to-market valuation of derivatives 
contracts in the income statement. Sometimes, to avoid this a derivative contracts are 
deliberately embedded in another contract. 
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IAS 39 now IFRS 9 defines an embedded derivative as a component of a hybrid (combined) 
instrument that also includes a non-derivative host contract - with the effect that some of the cash 
flows of the combined instrument vary in a way similar to a stand-alone derivative.  

Embedded derivatives are common, and many companies use them on a daily basis, sometimes 
without their knowledge. For example, if an exporter of coffee from India to a company in Fiji 
invoices his counterparty in Australian Dollars, there is an embedded foreign currency derivative 
in Australian Dollars, which, based on the rules described, may need to be separately accounted 
for. Most importers and exporters in India transact business through currencies that are not 
functional currencies, which may result in embedded derivatives. 

IFRS 9 requires that all derivatives must be recognized at fair value. For this reason, derivatives 
that are embedded in normal contracts need to be separated and accounted for at fair value. The 
requirement to separate embedded derivatives is designed to ensure that the fair value of 
derivatives through profit or loss cannot be avoided by simply including or embedding a derivative 
in another contract that itself is not carried at fair value through profit or loss. 

 

  CONCEPTS   

Terms in Option Markets 

Options are contracts that give the buyer the right, to buy or sell a specified quantity of an 
asset at a pre-determined price on or before a specified time (expiry date). Unlike futures, the 
buyer would be under no obligation to honour the contract if it is unfavourable to him. 

Call option and Put option 

A call option gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to buy the underlying security at 
a specific price for a specified time. The seller of a call option (called writer) has the obligation 
to sell the underlying security should the buyer exercise his option to buy. 

A put option gives the buyer the right, but not the obligation, to sell an underlying security at 
a specific price for a specified time. The seller of a put option (called the writer) has the 
obligation to buy the underlying security should the buyer choose to exercise his option to sell.  

Option Exercise 

When anyone buys an option, a call or a put, he acquires the right to either purchase or sell 
stock at a predetermined price. And when he chooses to purchase or sell stock at that 
predetermined price he is said to be “exercising the right". In case he does not exercise, he 
would lose the premium paid for the option plus whatever commissions and fees incurred on 
that transaction. 

“American” and European” options 

American-style options are contracts that can be exercised at any time between the date of 
purchase and the expiration date. European-style options are contracts that can only be 
exercised on the expiration date.  

“Seller/Writer” of an option 

Anyone eligible to enter into a contract as per the Law of the Contracts can write an option 
irrespective of the fact whether he owns the stock or not. If the writer of the call owns the 
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stock, it is said that he is writing a covered call option; on the other hand if he does not own 
he is said to have written an uncovered or a naked option. The writer of the call is obliged to 
deliver the stock upon exercise by the buyer. The writer of the put is obliged to pay the exercise 
price of the stock to the buyer. Since it is the action of the buyer, that decides the payoff for 
the seller, to find the payoff for a seller, invariably one has to find the payoff for the 
corresponding buyer and multiply by -1, since payoff of an option for a buyer or seller, is equal 
but opposite. 

Note: 

Whenever, we have problem in options if we are told to evaluate from the point of view of 
seller, we would first evaluate from the point of view of buyer i& multiple by –1 to find the 
payoff of seller. 

 Payoff - Buyer Payoff - Seller 

CALL Max (S - X, O) -1 X Buyer’s Payoff 

PUT Max (X – S, O) -1 X Buyer’s Payoff 

Option Contracts in the Indian market  

In India, like futures, options are also available for 3 expiry periods. Like futures, options also 
expire on the last Thursday of the respective months.  

Number of counterparties in option contracts as against futures 

In futures contract, we have two counterparties, signing an agreement. The buyer of futures 
gets the right to buy the underlying shares and the seller of futures gets the right to sell the 
underlying shares. Therefore, we have one agreement and two counterparties. 

In option contract, we have two separate agreements i.e. an agreement to buy the underlying 
shares and a separate agreement to sell the underlying shares. In both the agreements, the 
rights are given by two separate counterparties. Therefore, in options we have two agreements 
and four counterparties. 

In-The-Money, At-The-Money and Out-Of-The-Money options 

There are three different terms for describing where an option is trading in relation to the price 
of the underlying security. These terms are 'In-the-money' (ITM), 'At-the-money' (ATM) and 'Out-
of-the money' (OTM). An option is In-The-Money if by exercising of option the buyer makes 
gains & an option is Out of-The-Money if exercising of options would result in losses. And an 
option is at the money if by exercising there are neither gains nor losses. The following 
summarizes the relationship between an option’s strike price X and the market price S of the 
underlying asset, where S is the prevailing stock price and X is the strike price of the relevant 
option. 

Market Scenario Call Option Put Option 

S > X In-the-money Out-of-the-money 

S < X Out-of-the-money In-the-money 
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S = X At-the-money At-the-money 

Intrinsic value and Time value 

The option premium, paid by the option holder to the writer, is the price of the option. This 
option premium consists of two components: Intrinsic value and Time value, i.e. Option 
Premium = Intrinsic Value + Time Value. 

If a buyer of call or put would exercise an option for gains, we say that the option has positive 
intrinsic value. We can say that the buyer exercised because the option was In-The-Money. In 
other words, intrinsic value of an option is that part of option premium which represents the 
extent to which the option is In-The-Money. The balance i.e. Premium – Intrinsic Value is the 
Time Value of option. Intrinsic value of any option can never be negative. Similarly, time value 
can never be negative. In other words option premium can never be negative. 

Time value of the option, which is also called extrinsic value of option, is the quantification of 
the probability of the change in the underlying price that determines the value of the option 
during the remaining time until expiration or in other words it is the quantification of chance 
of option expiring In-The-Money by expiry. This value depends on time to expiration of the 
option and volatility of the underlying prices. Using above, we can say that if an option is out-
of-the-money option or at-the-money option, the entire premium paid is the time value of the 
option. Time value of the option also cannot be negative. 

Payoff diagrams 

Payoff diagrams are one of the most important tools for any investor who is using options. To 
trade options successfully, investors must have a thorough understanding of the potential 
profit and risk for any trade they are considering. The risk graph, often called a “profit/loss 
diagram”, provides an easy way to understand the effect of what may happen to an option or 
any complex option position in the future. Payoff diagrams allow one to see on a single picture, 
one’s maximum profit potential as well as the areas of greatest risk. We know at a glance the 
break-even point, maximum loss or maximum profit for any option strategy by looking at a 
payoff diagram. 

Call Option  

The Shares of IDFC are selling at  ₹105 each. Ram buys a three months call option at a 
premium of  ₹ 10 per option. The exercise price is  ₹120. Prices per share on the expiration 
date ranging from  ₹80 to  ₹150, with intervals of  ₹10 are taken into consideration by him. 
Let us draw the payoff table for the above price ranges and also draw payoff diagram. We see 
from the table that at S = 130 = Strike Price + Premium, Profit is zero. Therefore, breakeven 
point for a call option = X + Premium. 
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S 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 

X 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 120 

S – X 0 0 0 0 0 10 20 30 

Premium -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 

Profit -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 0 10 20 

 

 

Put Option – Class Discussion 

The Shares of IDFC are now selling at  ₹ 115 each. Now Ram wants to buy three months put 
option at a premium of  ₹ 10 per option. The exercise price is  ₹140. Prices per share on the 
expiration date ranging from  ₹80 to  ₹150, with intervals of  ₹10 are taken into consideration 
by him. Let us draw the payoff table for the above price ranges and then draw payoff diagram. 
We see that a price of S = 130, the profit is zero. This is nothing but, Strike Price – Premium 
= 140 – 10 = 130. 
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X 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 140 

S 80 90 100 110 120 130 140 150 

X – S 60 50 40 30 20 10 0 0 

Premium -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 -10 

Profit 50 40 30 20 10 0 -10 -10 

 

 

Ways of terminating Option Contracts - Buyer  

An option buyer of a call or a put can terminate his option contract in three possible ways: 

Having bought an option at a price, if he finds that prior to expiry, the option price has 
increased enough to give him reasonable profit, then he can sell the option in the market prior 
to expiry. This way of termination is the most frequent. 

Having bought an option at a price, if he finds that the option price does not rise at all and 
reduces to zero at expiry, then we say that the option has expired Out of the Money and has 
expired worthless. Though the buyer can cut his losses by selling prior to expiry. Here after 
buying the option, the buyer does nothing. 

Payoff Diagram of a PUT Option 
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When the option prices have increased after buying and the buyer is having an intention to 
acquire the underlying shares (call) / deliver the shares (put), then he would exercise his 
option prior to expiry. 

Ways of terminating Option Contracts - Seller  

An option seller of a call or a put can terminate his option contract in three possible ways: 

Having sold an option at a price, if he finds that prior to expiry, the option price has decreased 
enough to give him reasonable profit, then he can cover his sale position in the market prior 
to expiry. This way of termination is the most frequent. 

Having sold an option at a price, if he finds that the option price does not fall at all, but 
increases, then he would be assigned by the exchange to deliver shares against a call option 
exercise or would be assigned to pay money against a put option exercise. This would create 
losses for the seller.  

When the option prices continue to fall after sale, and the buyer is not in a position to exercise 
at all, then at expiry, the seller retains the entire premium and the buyer loses his premium. 
For the buyer the option has expired worthless. 

Put Call Parity Theorem – Proof to be discussed in class 

Consider first portfolio A, consisting of one share of stock quoting at (S) and a European put 
of that stock available at a price of P. Thus, the portfolio will require an investment of S + P. 
Now consider a second portfolio, called portfolio B, consisting of a European call with the same 
exercise price available at an investment of C and risk-free pure zero-coupon bonds with a 
face value of X. To buy this zero-coupon bonds, which return a face value X at maturity, we 
need to invest present value of X. Thus, this portfolio will require an investment of value C + 
Xe-rT. It is found that at expiration, irrespective of any stock price, the valuations of the two 
portfolios are same. If the expiration values of the two portfolios are the same, then their 
present values must also be the same. This equivalence of S + P  = C + Xe-rT is the put-call 
parity theorem. 

Black Scholes Model – With Dividend 

Even though the original Black-Scholes Model do not take dividends into consideration, we 
can use the modified equation known as Black-Scholes-Merton model to take annual dividend 
yield into consideration. This model is not as widely used as the original Black-Scholes Model, 
since not every company pays dividends.  

Price of a Call Option = C = (S – D.e-rt1) N(d1) - Xe-rT N(d2) 

Where: 

D is the absolute dividend payable 

t1 is the time period from now for dividend to be received  

d1 = [ln ((S – De-xt )/X) + (r + σ2/2)T]/ σ √T 

d2 = d1 - σ √T 

We can use S* = S – De-xt to write 

d1 = [ln (S*/X) + (r + σ2/2)T]/ σ √T 
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If we are given dividend in annual yield form, then 

S* = S e-dt 

Option Strategies 

Several day-to-day market situations emerge, and investors always need strategy for every 
market situation. The risk appetite and return expectation often decides what strategy has to be 
adopted. The financial position as also the desire to earn income helps in deciding a strategy for 
a given situation. We can classify any market situation under any of these four market 
situations: 

1. Bullish market situation 

2. Bearish market situation 

3. Neutral market situation 

4. Volatile market situation 

We can categorize them in the above four market situations as given in the table below: 

Bullish Market Situation 

Market View Option Strategy Gain / Loss Profile When to use 

Bullish  Buy a Call Maximum loss - 
premium paid 

Option is undervalued with 
volatility increasing. 

Neutral to bullish – 
income desired, 

investor not risk averse 
Sell a Put Maximum profit - 

premium received 
Options are trading at high 

volatility. 

Neutral to bullish, – 
conservative Bull Call Spread Loss limited to debit. Investor expects bullish 

market. 

Neutral to bullish 
market – conservative, 

desires income 
Bull Put Spread 

Loss limited to higher 
strike price minus 
premium received. 

When investor desires credit 
and expects bullish market. 

Bearish Market Situation 

Market View Option Strategy Gain / Loss Profile When to use 

Bearish  Buy a Put Maximum loss - 
premium paid 

Option is undervalued with 
increasing volatility. 

Neutral to Bearish – 
income desired, not 

risk averse 
Sell a Call Maximum profit - 

premium received 
Options are overvalued, 
market flat to bearish. 
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Neutral to Bearish – 
conservative Bear Put Spread Loss limited to debit. Investor expects bearish 

market. 

Neutral to Bearish – 
conservative, desires 

income 
Bear Call Spread 

Loss limited to higher 
strike price minus 

credit. 

Investor desires credit and 
expects bearish market. 

 

Neutral Market Situation 

Market View Option Strategy Gain / Loss Profile When to use 

Volatility is at peak and 
range bound markets 

expected.  

Short Strangle – 
sell call and sell 
put, of different 

strike prices 

Maximum gain = 
premium received on 

sold call and put 

Range bound market 
with volatility peaking. 
Aim is to capture time 

value decay. 

Range bound  

Calendar Spread - 
Sell near month, 
buy far month, 

same strike price 
call 

Income from sold near 
month call minus 

premium paid for far 
month call 

Small debit, range 
bound market. Aim is 
to capture time value 
decay of near month. 

Narrow range bound 

Butterfly - Buy at 
the money Call 

(Put) & sell 2 out of 
the money Calls 

(Puts) & buy out of 
the money Call 

Put). 

Maximum profit only 
when market stays at 

the same level; even at 
extremes, only marginal 

loss 

Investor is very 
conservative and sure 
that market wouldn’t 

move. 

Volatile Market Situation 

Market View Option Strategy Gain / Loss Profile When to use 

Markets likely to break-
out on either side; 

volatility at low levels 

Buy Straddle – Buy 
Put & Call with 

same strike prices 

Maximum gain 
unlimited; maximum 

loss restricted to total 
premium paid 

Options under-valued 
& market likely to 
make a big move 

Markets likely to break-
out on either side; 

volatility at low levels; 
desire to adopt a 

strategy with reduced 
outflow 

Buy Strangle – Buy 
Put & Call but 
different strike 

prices 

Maximum gain 
unlimited; maximum 

loss restricted to total 
premium paid 

Market likely to make a 
big move, want to 

restrict initial outflow 
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  PROBLEMS   

1. Will an investor exercise the following options? 

Name Option 
Stock price at Expiry Strike Price of Option 

Exercise? 

(Yes /No) 

A CALL 100 80  

B PUT 120 130  

C PUT 170 130  

D CALL 250 265  

E CALL/PUT 200 200  

 

2. Fill blank columns for the buyer of options. 

Nature of 
Option 

Stock price 
at Expiry 

Strike Price of 
Option 

Premium paid on day 
of purchase 

BEP Exercise? 

(Yes/No) 

Call 100 80 8   

Put 120 130 6   

Call 170 130 9   

Put 250 265 14   

 

3. Fill blank columns for the seller of options. 

Nature of 
Option 

Stock price 
at Expiry 

Strike Price 
of Option 

Premium  BEP Sellers 
Income/Loss  

Call 70 80 8.25   

Put 120 130 6.75   

Call 170 160 9.50   

Put 270 265 14.00   
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4. Find out A to O in the following table 

Nature 
of Option 

Stock 
price at 
Expiry 

Strike 
Price of 
Option 

Payoff 

At 
Expiry 

Profit on 
Exercise 

Exercise 
(Yes /No) 

Premium Paid 
on day of 
Purchase 

CALL 100 80 A 12 B 8 

PUT 120 130 C D E 6 

CALL F 130 10 2 G H 

I 250 J 0 K L 5 

M N 200 O 8 Yes 6 

5. Fill in the blanks. 

 Stock Option S X ST 
ITM/OTM/ATM 

on purchase 
ITM/OTM/ATM 

at expiry 

1 RIL Call 850 850 870 ------- ------- 

2 TCS Put 1320 1315 1300 ------- ------- 

3 ITC Call 300 250 220 ------- ------- 

5 ZEE ------- 232 235 238 OTM ITM 

6 ACC ------- 1265 1250 1275 ------- OTM 

6. Fill in the blanks. 

 Stock Option Stock 
Price) 

Strike 
Price Premium IV TV 

1 HLL Call 450 450 3 ------ ------ 

2 L & T Put 1320 ------ 9 6 ------ 

3 ITC Call 300 280 25 ------- 5 

4 GAIL Put 380 385 ------ 5 3 

5 ZEE ---- 238 232 9 ---- ----- 

6 ACC ----- 1265 1275 ------- ------ 2 
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7. Fresh Bakery Ltd.’s share price has suddenly started moving both upward and downward 
on a rumour that the company is going to have a collaboration agreement with a 
multinational  company in bakery business. If the rumour turns to be true, then the stock 
price will go up but if the rumour turns to be false, then the market price of the share will 
crash. To protect from this an investor has purchased the following call and put option : 
[NOV 2008] [MAY 2010] [NOV 2011] [MAY 2016] 

i) One 3 months CALL (X = ₹52), premium = ₹2  
ii) One 3 months PUT (X = ₹50), premium = ₹1  

Assuming a lot size of 50 shares, determine the followings : 

1) The investor’s position, if the collaboration agreement push the share price to ₹53 
in 3 months. 

2) The investor’s ending poisiton, if the collaboration agrement fails and the price 
crashes to ₹46 in 3 months time. 

8. The equity share of SSC Ltd. is quoted at ₹310. A three-month call option is available at a 
premium of ₹8 per share and a three-month put option is available at a premium of ₹7 per 
share. 

Ascertain the net payoffs to the option holder of a call option and a put option, 
considering that: 

1) The strike price in both cases is ₹320, and  

2) The share price on the exercise day is ₹300, 310, 320, 330 and 340. 

Also indicate the price range at which the call and the put options may be gainfully 
exercised. [MAY 2018]  

9. Mr. KK purchased a 3-month call option for 100 shares in PQR Ltd. at a premium of ₹40 
per share, with an exercise price of ₹560. He also purchased a 3-month put option for 100 
shares of the same company at a premium of ₹10 per share with an exercise price of ₹460. 
The market price of the share on the date of Mr. KK’s purchase of options, is ₹500. 
Compute the profit or loss that Mr. KK would make assuming that the market price falls to 
₹360 at the end of 3 months. [NOV 2018] 

10. You as an investor had purchased a 4 month call option (exercise price  ₹ 150) on the 
equity shares of X Ltd. at a premium of  ₹10, when the market price of X Ltd. was  ₹ 132. 
You expect the price to range between  ₹ 120 to  ₹ 190. The expected share price of X Ltd. 
and related probability is given below : [NOV 2012] 

Expected Price ( ₹) 120 140 160 180 190 

Probability 0.05 0.20 0.50 0.10 0.15 

a) What is expected share price at the end of 4 months?  

b) What is the value of call option, if at expiry, share price equals exercise price?  

c) What is the expected value at expiry of 4 months for the buyer?  

d) What is the expected value at expiry of 4 months for the writer? 
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11. Find the value of 3-month Put option if 3-month CALL option is available at ₹12 in the 
market, for X = ₹400, when stock price is quoting at ₹400. 

iii) Assume rate of interest in 10% per annum 

iv) Assume CCRI rate of 8% per annum (e0.02 = 1.0202) 

12. A stock is quoting at  ₹90. Assume that call options on stock with a strike of  ₹96 is quoted 
at  ₹ 16 and put option with same underlying and strike quotes at  ₹24. If rate of interest 
is 8.51% and period = 6 months, examine arbitrage opportunity using Put Call Parity 
Theorem. [𝑒𝑒−0.043 = 0.9583] 

13. If in the above problem Put was quoting at just ₹10, examine arbitrage opportunity using 
Put Call Parity Theorem.  

14. Mr. Dayal is interested in purchasing equity shares of ABC Ltd. which are currently selling 
at ₹ 600 each. He expects that price of share may go upto ₹ 780 or may go down to ₹ 480 
in three months. A call option on the shares of ABC Ltd. can be exercised at the end of 
three months with a strike price of ₹ 630. What should be the value of option today (the 
risk free rate is 10% p.a.). Use Risk Neutral Valuation Approach. 

15. The current market price of an equity share of Penchant Ltd. is  ₹ 150. Within a period of 
3 months, the maximum and minimum price of it is expected to be  +20% and  -20% 
respectively. If the risk free rate of interest be 8% p.a., what should be the value of a “3 
month’s” CALL option Given e0.02 = 1.0202 under the ‘Risk neutral’ method at the strike 
rate of  ₹ 160? [MAY 2011]* [MAY 2012]* 

16. The current market price of an equity share is  ₹ 400. Within a period of 2 months, the 
maximum and minimum price of it is expected to be  +10% and  -5% respectively. If the 
risk free rate of interest be 8% p.a., what should be the value of a “2 month’s” PUT option 
under the ‘Risk neutral’ method at the strike rate of  ₹ 420?   

17. A call option on gold with exercise price of ₹26,000 per 10 gram and three months to 
expire is being traded at a premium of ₹1010 per ten grams. It is expected that in three-
months’ time the spot price might change to ₹27,300 or ₹24,700 per ten grams. At 
present this option is at-the-money and the rate of interest is 12% per annum. Is the 
current premium for the option justified? Evaluate the option and comment. [NOV 2017] 

18. A stock price is currently ₹125. Over each of the next two three-month periods it is 
expected to go up by 20% or down by 20%. The risk-free interest rate is 8% per annum with 
continuous compounding. What is the value of a six-month European call option with a 
strike price of ₹160? [Given e0.02 = 1.0202] 

Solution: 

If an individual is risk neutral, then he should be indifferent to risk and as such for him 
the returns from investing today in the stock should be same as returns from investing 
at the risk-free rate of interest.  

Here at the end of 3 months (Period 1), stock would be: 

Su = S (1 + u) = ₹125 (1.2) = ₹150 and  

Sd = S (1 + d) = ₹125 (0.80) = ₹100 

At the end of period 1, the stock prices would be: 

Suu = Su (1 + u) = ₹150(1.2) = ₹180,  
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Sud = Sdu = Su (1 + d) = Sd (1 + u) = ₹120 

Sdd = Sd (1 + d) = ₹100(0.8) = ₹80 

The binomial tree for the given situation can be drawn as follows: 

 
Thus, we have three nodes, N1, N2 and N3, as shown in the figure. We must know 
that while we draw the binomial tree from left to right, we evaluate from right to left, 
starting with Nodes N1, then N2 and finally N3.  Let ‘p’ be the probability for stock S 
taking the up values and ‘1 – p’ be the probability of stock taking the down values in 
each node. 

Since the ‘up’ and ‘down’ percentages are same for each period, probability need to 
be calculated only once and this will be same for each node.  

Node 1: 

p x Suu + (1 - p) x Sud = Su x ert 

180p + 120 x (1 – p) = 150 x e0.02 

Solving we get: 

p = 0.5505 and 1 – p = 0.4495 

Therefore Cu = 0.5505 x Cuu + 0.4495 x Cud 

 
 

Therefore, considering N1, payoff at the end of six months, would be: 

= 0.5505 x 20 + 0.4495 x 0 = ₹11.01 

Thus, payoff at Node N1, i.e. three months from today, 
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= PV of ₹11.01 = ₹11.01/ e0.02 = ₹10.79 

Therefore, Cu = ₹10.79 

Node 2: 

Since both up and down payoffs for Node N2, are zero, we have PV of payoff at Node 
N2 = 0 

Therefore, Cd = ₹0 

Node 3: 

We now use the values of ₹10.79 and ₹0, as payoffs for Node N3.  

The expected payoff for Node N3  

= 0.5505 x ₹10.79 + 0.4495 x 0 = ₹5.94 

These are payoff’s three months from today.  

Therefore, present value or today’s value of call  

= ₹5.94 / e0.02  

= ₹5.82 

19. A stock is currently trading at  ₹550 and calls option exercisable in 92 days has an exercise 
rate of  ₹500. The standard deviation of continuously compounded returns of the stock is 
estimated to be 17.94% per year. The annualized Treasury bill rate corresponding to this 
option life is 6% p.a. Required: 

v) Calculate the value of 92 day Call Option 

vi) Calculate the vaue of 92 day Put Option 

a) Using Put Call parity theorem 

b) Using direct formula 

vii) If dividend of ₹11.50 is paid in 30 days from today, what will be the price of 92 days 
call option today? 

Given: 

1. Natural Logarithm: ln (1.1) = 0.0953; Value of e-0.0151 = 0.985;  

2. Natural Logarithm: ln (1.0771) = 0.07427; Value of e-0.0049 = 0.9951; 

3. Cumulative Distribution Value = N (1.18) = 0.881, N (1.27) = 0.898 

4. One Tail Value = N (1.04) = 0.1497, N (0.95) = 0.1717 

 [BS Formula: C = S. N(d1) – X e-rt N(d2) and P = X e-rt N(-d2) – S. N(-d1)] 
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OPTION STRATEGIES  

20. Mr. X creates an option strategy: 

He purchases a Call (X = 30, Premium = 4) and sells a Call of the same stock (X = 35, Premium 
= 3). Fill in the blanks for the following range of prices: Comment on the strategy. 

 

Price Range 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Buyer Payoff       

Seller Payoff       

Total Payoff       

Premium       

Net Profit       

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments: 
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21. Mr. X creates an option strategy: 

He sells a Call (X = 30, Premium = 4) and purchases a Call of the same stock (X = 35, Premium 
= 3). Fill in the blanks for the following range of prices: Comment on the strategy. 

Price Range 15 20 25 30 35 40 

Buyer Payoff       

Seller Payoff       

Total Payoff       

Premium       

Net Profit       

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments: 
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22. Mr. X creates a option strategy: [MAY 2018] 

He purchases a call (X = 320, Premium = 8) and purchases put (X = 320, Premium = 7). Fill 
in the blanks for the following range of prices. Comment on the strategy. 

Price Range 300 305 310 315 320 325 330 335 340 

Call Payoff          

Put Payoff          

Total Payoff          

Premium          

Net Profit          

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-20.00

-15.00

-10.00

-5.00

0.00

5.00

10.00

15.00

300 305 310 315 320 325 330 335 340

Comments: 
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23. Mr. X creates a option strategy using four options: 

Purchases TWO different calls:  

Call 1: X = 10, Premium = 12  

Call 2: X = 30, Premium = 4 and  

And he sells TWO calls at same strike:  

Call 3: X = 20, Premium = 7.  

Fill in the blanks for the following range of prices. Comment on the strategy. 

Price Rage 5 10 12 15 20 25 28 30 35 

Call 1 Payoff          

Call 2 Payoff          

Call 3 Payoff          

Total Payoff          

Premium          

Net Profit          

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Comments: 
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 NOTES  
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  PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE   

1. The Shares of IDFC are selling at  ₹ 105 each. Ram buys a three months call option at a 
premium of  ₹ 10 per option. The exercise price is  ₹ 100. Price per share on the expiration 
date is  ₹ 140. What is his profit?  

[Answer:  ₹30] 

2. The Shares of IDFC are now selling at  ₹ 115 each. Now Ram wants to buy three months 
put option at a premium of  ₹ 10 per option. The exercise price is  ₹ 120. Price per share 
on the expiration date is  ₹ 100. What is his profit?  

[Answer:  ₹10] 

3. An investor buys a call option contract [Contract is for 100 shares] for a total premium of  
₹ 200. The exercise price is  ₹ 20. If the share price after three months reaches  ₹ 25, 
what is the profit made by the option holder on exercising the option?. Ignore the 
transaction charges. 

[Answer:  ₹ 300] 

4. The market received rumour about PQR Corporation’s tie-up with a multinational company. 
This has induced the market price to move up. If the rumour is false, PQR Corporation 
stock price will probably fall dramatically. To protect from this an investor has bought the 
call and put options. He purchased one 3 months call with a striking price of ₹42 for ₹2 
premium, and paid ₹1 per share premium for a 3 months put with a striking price of ₹40. 

i. Determine the Investor’s position if the tie up offer bids the price of PQR 
Corporation’s stock up to ₹44 in 3 months. 

ii. Determine the Investor’s ending position, if the tie-up programme fails and the price 
of the stock falls to ₹36 in 3 months. 

[Answer:  Loss ₹100, Gain ₹100] 

5. The current price of ACC’s stock is  ₹925 and it is expected that price of this stock may go 
up to  ₹1000 or it may go down to  ₹850. If the strike price of call option on this stock is  
₹870 and risk-free rate is 6%, what is the probability of price increase? Assume 1 year for 
T. 

[Answer: 0.87] 

6. A stock is quoting at  ₹90. Assume that call options on stock with a strike of  ₹96 is quoted 
at  ₹ 16 and put option with same underlying and strike quotes at  ₹24. If rate of interest 
is 9% and period = 6 months, examine arbitrage opportunity using Put Call Parity Theorem.  

[Answer:  ₹6.13] 

7. A stock is quoting at  ₹574. Assume that call options on stock with a strike of  ₹590 is 
quoted at  ₹ 16 and put option with same underlying and strike quotes at  ₹10. If rate of 
interest is 12% and period = 3 months, examine arbitrage opportunity using Put Call Parity 
Theorem.  

[Answer:  ₹4.82] 

8. A stock price is currently  ₹120. It is known that at the end of two months it will be either  
₹132 or  ₹105. The risk-free interest rate is 9% per annum with continuous compounding. 
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What is the value of a 12-month European call option with a strike price of  ₹125? Given 
e0.09 = 1.094. 

[Answer ≅ ₹6.23] 

9. A stock price is currently  ₹50. It is known that at the end of two months it will be either  
₹53 or  ₹48. The risk-free interest rate is 10% per annum with continuous compounding. 
What is the value of a 2-month European call option with a strike price of  ₹49? Given 
e0.0167 = 1.01684 

[Answer ≅ ₹2.23] 

10. A stock price is currently  ₹80. It is known that at the end of two months it will be either  
₹75 or  ₹85. The risk-free interest rate is 5% per annum with continuous compounding. 
What is the value of a two-month European put option with a strike price of  ₹80? Given 
e0.00833 = 1.0084. 

[Answer ≅ ₹2.15] 

11. The equity shares of VCC Ltd. Is quoted at ₹210. A 3-month call option is available at a 
premium of ₹6 per share and a 3-month put option is available at a premium of ₹5 per 
share. Ascertain the net pay offs to the option holder of a call option and a put option. 

The strike price in both cases is ₹220, and 

The share price on the exercise day is ₹200, 210, 220, 230, and 240. 

Also indicate the price range at which the call and the put options may be gainfully 
exercised. Name the strategy. 

[Answer: Net Payoff = –₹6, –₹6, –₹6, +₹4, +₹14; Net Payoff = +₹15, +₹5, –₹5, –₹5, –
₹5,Straddle] 

12. The equity shares of Fly Ltd. Is quoted at ₹40. A trader is executing the following options: 

Buy 3-month call option (X = ₹30) for ₹11 

Sell TWO 3-month call option (X = ₹40) for ₹4 each 

Buy 3-month call option (X = ₹50) for ₹1 

Ascertain the net pay offs to the option trader of this strategy for the following stock prices 
at expiry: ₹27, ₹30, ₹36, ₹40, ₹44, ₹50, ₹55. At what stock price the total profit is 
maximum and what is the profit? Name the strategy. 

[Answer: At stock price of ₹40, maximum profit of ₹6, Butterfly spread] 

13. The equity shares of Angle Ltd. Is quoted at ₹27. A trader is executing the following options: 

Buy 3-month call option (X = ₹40) for ₹1 

Buy 3-month put option (X = ₹30) for ₹4 

Ascertain the net pay offs to the option trader of this strategy for the following stock prices 
at expiry: ₹10, ₹15, ₹20, ₹40, ₹25, ₹30, ₹35, ₹40, ₹45, ₹50, ₹55, ₹60. For what stock 
prices loss is maximum? What is the potential profit opportunity? Name the strategy. 

[Answer: Maximum loss of ₹5 for stock prices ₹30, ₹35, and ₹40. Profit profit – Unlimited 
on the upside and ₹25 on the downside. Strangle] 

14. A stock price is currently  ₹40. It is known that at the end of three months it will be either  
₹45 or  ₹35. The risk-free interest rate is 8% per annum with continuous compounding. 
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What is the value of a three-month European put option with a strike price of  ₹40? Given 
e0.02 = 1.0202.  

[Answer ≅ ₹2.05] 

15. A stock price is currently  ₹50. Over each of the next two three-month periods it is expected 
to go up by 6% or down by 5%. The risk-free interest rate is 5% per annum with continuous 
compounding. What is the value of a six-month European call option with a strike price of  
₹51? Given e0.0125 = 1.0125. 

[Answer ≅ ₹1.64] 

16. Following information is available for X Company's shares arid Call option: 

Current share price    ₹ 185 

Option exercise price    ₹ 170 

Risk free interest rate   7% 

Time of the expiry of option  3 years 

Standard deviation   0.18 

[Given: ln(1.088) = 0.08456, Cumulative Values of N(1.1007) = 0.8643 & N(0.7889) = 
0.7823, ] 

[Answer:  ₹52.10] 

17. A stock is currently trading at  ₹70 and calls option exercisable in 6 months has an exercise 
rate of  ₹80. The standard deviation of continuously compounded returns of the stock is 
estimated to be 26% per year. The annualized Treasury bill rate corresponding to this 
option life is 12% p.a. The stock is expected to give dividend of  ₹15 at the end of 3 months. 
Determine the value of a 6 months put option? 

Extracted from tables: 

Natural Logarithm: ln (0.6931) = –0.3666; Value of e-0.06 = 0.9418; e-0.03 = 0.9704 

One Tail value = N (–1.5762) = 0.0575, N (–1.76) = 0.0392  

[Answer: P = 20.13] 

18. A stock is currently trading at $1.7 and calls option exercisable in 12 months has an 
exercise rate of $2. The standard deviation of continuously compounded returns of the 
stock is estimated to be 15% per year. The annualized Treasury bill rate corresponding to 
this option life is 12% p.a. Determine the value of a 12 months call option? 

Extracted from tables: 

Natural Logarithm: ln (0.85) = –0.1625; Value of e-0.12 = 0.8869 

Cumulative value = N (–0.2083) = 0.4175, N (–0.3583) = 0.3601  

[Answer: C = $0.07] 

19. A stock is currently trading at  ₹1045 and calls option exercisable in 12 months has an 
exercise rate of  ₹1010. The standard deviation of continuously compounded returns of 
the stock is estimated to be 15% per year. The annualized Treasury bill rate corresponding 
to this option life is 12% p.a. Determine the value of a 12 months call and put option? 

Extracted from tables: 

234.1e 21.0 =
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Natural Logarithm: ln (1.0347) = 0.0341; Value of e-0.12 = 0.8869 

Values from 0 to X table are: N (1.1023) = 0.3648, N (0.9523) = 0.3295  

[Answer: C = 160.68, P = 11.45] 

20. A stock price is currently ₹40. Over each of the next two three-month periods it is expected 
to go up by 10% or down by 10%. The risk-free interest rate is 12% per annum with 
continuous compounding. What is the value of a six-month European put option with a 
strike price of ₹42? [Given e-0.03 = 0.9704, e0.03 = 1.03] 

[Answer ≅₹2.14]  
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4    

 

VALUATION - DDM 
 

 

 

  CONCEPTS   

Dividend Discount Model 

In the case of an equity share since the only cash flows are dividends, we can say that the 
value of a common stock is nothing but present value of future dividends receivable. This 
concept is popularly known as dividend discount model. (DDM). Using this concept, we can 
find the intrinsic value of dividend paying stocks. 

The following three approaches are the most popular versions of the DDM. [Refer class notes 
for details – proof etc.] 

In equation terms we can write it as: 

( ) ( ) ( )T
T

2
21

0 k1
D....

k1
D

k1
DP

+
++

+
+

+
=  

1. Constant Dividend Approach 

For a company that is expected to give dividend = D, forever,  

P0 = D/k 

2. Constant Growth Approach 

For a company where it is expected that the current dividend D0 is expected to grow forever 
at a rate of ‘g’,  

gk
DP 1

0 −
=

 

This is the popular constant growth DDM or the Gordon growth model.  

3. 2-Stage Growth Approach 
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This is the formula for a firm giving 5 different dividends from 1 to 5 and then growing 
thereafter at a constant rate of ‘g’ 

Other relevant formulae [Refer class discussion] 

a. The term ‘g’ represents growth which arises out of increase in retained earnings (therefore 
positive), over investment, i.e. ‘Total Equity’ as far as equity is concerned. 

equity Total
Earnings)ratio  payout1(

equity  Total
earnings  retained g

×−
=

∆
=

 

br
ROERatiotentionRe
ROE)ratio  payout1(

equity Total
Earnings)ratio  payout1(

=
×=
×−=

×−=

 

Therefore, g = br 

 

b. What happens if the company fails to retain any of its earnings (i.e. b = 0)? In this case, 
the company is not investing in any new projects and thus will not be growing (i.e. g = 0). 
As a result, the P/E ratio of a no growth company is simply: 

gk
)b1(E

gk
DP 11

0 −
−

=
−

=
 

k
1

E
P

0

0 =  

Thus k can be found out as P0/E0. 

In this case ROE = k. 

c. Therefore, in order for an established company to grow, it has to have a positive growth 
potential, g > 0. This can happen only of ROE > k.  

i.e. the company will have to invest in projects that generate returns (i.e. ROE) that is 
greater than the investors’ required return. If ROE is less than k, it means that the return 
from the new projects is less than the investors’ required rate of return. In this case, it is 
better for the company to simply distribute all the earnings as dividend payments rather 
than retaining all or part of it for new projects. 
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Sustainable growth rate (SGR) 

Sustainable growth rate (SGR) refers to how fast a firm can grow while maintaining a balance 
between its sources and uses of funds. It states how much growth a company can achieve 
with its current profit margin, asset efficiency, retained earnings and leverage. The SGR is 
equal to the annual percentage increase in the stockholders' equity section of a firm's balance 
sheet. The following display shows how the SGR can be expressed as a formula: 

SGR = b x ROE 

= b x 
Equity

Earnings = b x 
Assets

Earnings
Equity
Assets

×  

= b x 
Assets
Sales

Sales
Earnings

Equity
DebtEquity

××
+

 

= 
DCBA

Assets
Sales

Sales
Earnings)

Equity
Debt1(b ××+×

 

This formula shows that the sustainable growth rate is the product of earnings retention ratio 
(A), a leverage ratio (B), profit margin on sales (C), and the turnover of assets (D). These four 
ratios represent two types of components. Earnings retention and leverage, A and B, are 
decisions. Net profit margin and asset turnover, C and D, are results. The decision components 
are statements of policy. The result components reflect the outcomes of managerial action - 
in other words, operating performance. Asset turnover measures the ability of assets to 
produce revenue.  
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  PROBLEMS   

 

1. A company pays ₹10/- every year since many years and is expected to repeat the dividend 
going forward.  

 

a. If the expected rate of return for an investor is 12%, how much this investor can pay 
to buy this company’s share?  

b. If instead of constant dividend, it expects 5% growth in dividends forever, how much 
an investor can pay? 

2. Excel Ltd. is expected to distribute dividends of ₹1.50, ₹1.80, ₹2.16 and ₹2.59 in next 
four years. Subsequently dividends will grow at 4% forever. If the cost of equity for this 
firm is 16%, answer the following: [MAY 2016] 

 

a. What will be value of share now? 

b. What will be value of share at the end of next year? 

c. What will be price of share at the end of four years? 

 

3. X Limited just declared a dividend of  ₹14.00 per share., Dividends are expected to grow 
at 9% for three years. The market price of this share is expected to be  ₹360.00 after 
three years. Mr. B who requires a rate of return of 13% per annum, is planning to 
purchase the share of X Limited. [MAY 2013] 

You are required to determine : 

 

a. The maximum amount Mr. B should pay for shares today 

b. The maximum price Mr. B will be willing to pay for shares, if he is of the opinion that 
the 9% growth rate can be maintained indefinitely from today 

c.  The price of share at the end of three years, if (b) is maintained. 

Calculate rupee amount up to two decimal points. 

 

4. ABC Ltd. reported EPS of ₹2.10 in 2013 and paid dividends per share of ₹0.69. 
Earnings are expected to grow at 15% per annum from 2014 to 2018, and dividend 
payout ratio to remain same and then earnings will stabilize to 6% when dividend 
payout ratio would be 65% of earnings. What is the value of stock as per two-stage 
DDM, at the end of 2018 and today, if it is given expected rate of return is 12.3% 
beyond 2018 and 13.95% today? [Work in three decimals and price in two decimals] 
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5. X Ltd. is a Shoe manufacturing company. It is all equity financed and has a paid-up Capital 
of ₹ 10,00,000 (₹ 10 share) [NOV 2015]  

X Ltd. has hired Swastika Consultants to analyze the earnings who states as follows: 

1. The earnings and dividend will grow at 25% for the next two years 

2. Earning are likely to grow at the rate of 10% from 3rd year and onwards. 

3. Further, if there is reduction in earnings growth, dividend payout ratio will increase to 
50%. 

The other data related to the company are as follows: 

Year EPS ( ₹) Net Dividend per share ( ₹) Share Price ( ₹) 

2010 6.30 2.52 63.00 

2011 7.00 2.80 46.00 

2012 7.70 3.08 63.75 

2013 8.40 3.36 68.75 

2014 9.60 3.84 93.00 

6. You may assume that the tax rate is 30% (not expected to change in future) and post-tax 
cost of capital is 15%. By using the Dividend Valuation Model, calculate Expected Market 
Price per share. We are given the following information on PQR Ltd. for the year 2008: 
[NOV 2009] [NOV 2012]* 

Particulars ₹ 

8% Debentures  125 

10% Bonds (2007) 50 

Equity shares (₹10) 100 

Reserves and Surplus 300 

Total Assets 600 

Asset Turnover ratio 1.1 

Effective Interest rate 8% 

Effective Tax rate 40% 

Operating margin 10% 

Dividend Payout Ratio 16.67% 
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Particulars ₹ 

Current market price 7.00 

Required rate of return of investors 15% 

 

a. Draw income statement;   

b. Find sustainable growth rate    

c. Calculate fair price   

d. Give your opinion 

 

7. A company has a book value per share of ₹137.80. Its return on equity is 15% and follows 
a policy of retaining 60 percent of its annual earnings. If the opportunity cost of capital 
is 18 percent, what is the price of it’s share? (Adopt the perpetual growth model to arrive 
at your solution). [NOV 2011] 

 

8. In December, 2011 AB Co.’s share was sold for  ₹ 146 per share. A long term earnings 
growth rate of 7.5% is anticipated. AB Co. is expected to pay dividend of  ₹ 3.36 per 
share. [MAY 2012] 

a. What rate of return an investor can expect to earn assuming that dividends are 
expected to grow along with earnings at 7.5% per year in perpetuity? 

b. It is expected that AB Co. will earn about 10% on book Equity and shall retain 60% of 
earnings. In this case, whether, there would be any change in growth rate and cost of 
Equity? 

 

9. SAM Ltd. has just paid a dividend of ₹2 per share and it is expected to gfrow @ 6% p.a. 
After paying dividend, the Board declared to take up a project by retainng the next three 
annual dividends. It is expected that this project is of same risk as the existing projects. 
The results of this project will start coming from the 4th year onward from now. The 
dividends will then be ₹2.50 per share and will grow @ 7% p.a. It is given that the cost of 
capital of the firm is 8%. [MAY 2016] 

a. Show that the market value of the share is affected by the decision of the Board.  

b. An investor has 1,000 shares in SAM Ltd. He wants a receipt of atleast ₹2,000 p.a. 
from this investment forever. Show as to how the investor can maintain his target 
receipt from the investment for next 3 years and improved income thereafter.  
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  PROBLEMS FOR PRACTICE   

1. The one year expected dividend yield on a stock is 3.7%. If the total return expected from 
a stock that is expected to show a constant growth forever is 16%, what is the 
approximate dividend per share as on date, as per DDM? Assume the shares are quoted 
at  ₹30.35 in the market today. 

[Answer:  ₹1 ] 

2. An investor is contemplating to invest  ₹20000 for four years. An advisor identifies a 
blue-chip dividend paying company which is quoting at its fair value in the market. The 
stock is expected to give a dividend of  ₹3.50 next year and thereafter the dividends are 
expected to grow at 20% per annum over the next 3 years. Data culled out from the 
market reveal that the industry in which the stock is operating would have a perpetual 
growth of 10% per annum beyond four years from today. Investors in the market demand 
a return of 16% from stocks of similar companies. Find the price of company. Round off 
your workings to three decimals.  

[Answer:  ₹73.91 ] 

3. Mr. Sathyamurthy wants to find the price of the equity share of Spectra Industries which 
manufactures polypropylene films. He plans to invest in them. For finding the price of 
Spectra Industries, he wants to use that model, which gives recognition to the dividends 
payable by the company. While he could lay hand on earnings estimates for the next 5 
years, he does not have estimates beyond five years. He is told that company has a policy 
of 50% payout every year. 

Year 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 

EPS 4 5 6 6 8 

He could get some information of Cosmo Industries like, expected return for the company 
= 22.4% and long-term growth rate = 5%. Help Sathyamurthy find the price of Spectra 
Industries equity share using appropriate models. (Restrict your workings to three 
decimals)  

[Answer:  ₹16.74 ] 

4. Aqua Ltd. is a company operating in a mature industry. Presently, it’s EPS is  ₹6.75. 
Aqua’s dividend payout ratio is 60% and ROE is 10% and both of these are expected to 
be the same in the near future. The expected return is 14.504%. You are required to 
calculate, the intrinsic value of Aqua Ltd. shares using Dividend Discount Model. 

[Answer:  ₹40 ] 

5. A firm had been paid dividend at Rs. 2 per share last year. The estimated growth of the 
dividends from the company is estimated to be 5% p.a. Determine the estimated market 
price of the equity share if the estimated growth rate of dividends (i) rise to 8%, and (ii) 
falls to 3%. Also find out the present market price of the share, given that the required 
rate of return of the equity investors is 15.5%. [Answer: Refer - Nov 2009] 
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6. Following Financial Date for Platinum Ltd. are available: 

For the year 2011 : ₹ in lakhs 

Equity share (₹ 10 each) 100 

8% Debentures 125 

10% Bonds 50 

Reserves and Surplus 200 

Total Assets 500 

Assets Turnover Ratio 1.1 

Effective Tax Rate 30% 

Operating Margin 10% 

Required rate of return of 
investors 

15% 

Dividend payout ratio 20% 

Current market price of shares ₹ 13 

You are required to : 

i. Draw income statement for the year. 
ii. Calculate the sustainable growth rate. 
iii. Compute the fair price of the company’s share using dividend discount model 
iv. Draw you opinion on investment in the company’s share at current price 

[Answer: Refer - Nov 2012] 

7. Share of Volga Ltd. are being quoted at a price-earnings ratio of 8 times. The company 
retains 50% of its Earning Per Share. The Company’s EPS is ₹10. 

You are required to determine : 

a. The cost of equity to the company if the market expects a growth rate of 15% 
p.a. 

b. The indicative market price with the same cost of capital and if the anticipated 
growth rate is 16% p.a. 

c. The market price per share if the company’s cost of capital is 20% p.a. and 
the anticipated growth rate is 18% p.a. [Answer: Refer - Nov 2018-N] 
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8. A company han EPS of ₹2.5 for the last year and the DPS of ₹1. The earnings is 
expected to grow at 2% a year in long run. Currently it is trading at 7 times its 
earnings. If the required rate of return is 14%, compute the following: 

i. An estimate of the P/E ratio, using the Gordon Growth Model 

ii. The long-term growth rate implied by the current P/E ratio 

[Answer: ₹3.40, 7.84%] 
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  Present Value Interest Factor Table (PVIF Table)   

 

Periods 
/Interest 

Rate 
1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.926 0.917 0.909 
2 0.980 0.961 0.943 0.925 0.907 0.890 0.873 0.857 0.842 0.826 
3 0.971 0.942 0.915 0.889 0.864 0.840 0.816 0.794 0.772 0.751 
4 0.961 0.924 0.888 0.855 0.823 0.792 0.763 0.735 0.708 0.683 
5 0.951 0.906 0.863 0.822 0.784 0.747 0.713 0.681 0.650 0.621 
6 0.942 0.888 0.837 0.790 0.746 0.705 0.666 0.630 0.596 0.564 
7 0.933 0.871 0.813 0.760 0.711 0.665 0.623 0.583 0.547 0.513 
8 0.923 0.853 0.789 0.731 0.677 0.627 0.582 0.540 0.502 0.467 
9 0.914 0.837 0.766 0.703 0.645 0.592 0.544 0.500 0.460 0.424 

10 0.905 0.820 0.744 0.676 0.614 0.558 0.508 0.463 0.422 0.386 
11 0.896 0.804 0.722 0.650 0.585 0.527 0.475 0.429 0.388 0.350 
12 0.887 0.788 0.701 0.625 0.557 0.497 0.444 0.397 0.356 0.319 
13 0.879 0.773 0.681 0.601 0.530 0.469 0.415 0.368 0.326 0.290 
14 0.870 0.758 0.661 0.577 0.505 0.442 0.388 0.340 0.299 0.263 
15 0.861 0.743 0.642 0.555 0.481 0.417 0.362 0.315 0.275 0.239 
16 0.853 0.728 0.623 0.534 0.458 0.394 0.339 0.292 0.252 0.218 
17 0.844 0.714 0.605 0.513 0.436 0.371 0.317 0.270 0.231 0.198 
18 0.836 0.700 0.587 0.494 0.416 0.350 0.296 0.250 0.212 0.180 
19 0.828 0.686 0.570 0.475 0.396 0.331 0.277 0.232 0.194 0.164 
20 0.820 0.673 0.554 0.456 0.377 0.312 0.258 0.215 0.178 0.149 
21 0.811 0.660 0.538 0.439 0.359 0.294 0.242 0.199 0.164 0.135 
22 0.803 0.647 0.522 0.422 0.342 0.278 0.226 0.184 0.150 0.123 
23 0.795 0.634 0.507 0.406 0.326 0.262 0.211 0.170 0.138 0.112 
24 0.788 0.622 0.492 0.390 0.310 0.247 0.197 0.158 0.126 0.102 
25 0.780 0.610 0.478 0.375 0.295 0.233 0.184 0.146 0.116 0.092 
26 0.772 0.598 0.464 0.361 0.281 0.220 0.172 0.135 0.106 0.084 
27 0.764 0.586 0.450 0.347 0.268 0.207 0.161 0.125 0.098 0.076 
28 0.757 0.574 0.437 0.333 0.255 0.196 0.150 0.116 0.090 0.069 
29 0.749 0.563 0.424 0.321 0.243 0.185 0.141 0.107 0.082 0.063 
30 0.742 0.552 0.412 0.308 0.231 0.174 0.131 0.099 0.075 0.057 
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  Present Value Interest Factor Table (PVIF Table)   

 

Periods 
/Interest 

Rate 
11% 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 

1 0.901 0.893 0.885 0.877 0.870 0.862 0.855 0.847 0.840 0.833 
2 0.812 0.797 0.783 0.769 0.756 0.743 0.731 0.718 0.706 0.694 
3 0.731 0.712 0.693 0.675 0.658 0.641 0.624 0.609 0.593 0.579 
4 0.659 0.636 0.613 0.592 0.572 0.552 0.534 0.516 0.499 0.482 
5 0.593 0.567 0.543 0.519 0.497 0.476 0.456 0.437 0.419 0.402 
6 0.535 0.507 0.480 0.456 0.432 0.410 0.390 0.370 0.352 0.335 
7 0.482 0.452 0.425 0.400 0.376 0.354 0.333 0.314 0.296 0.279 
8 0.434 0.404 0.376 0.351 0.327 0.305 0.285 0.266 0.249 0.233 
9 0.391 0.361 0.333 0.308 0.284 0.263 0.243 0.225 0.209 0.194 

10 0.352 0.322 0.295 0.270 0.247 0.227 0.208 0.191 0.176 0.162 
11 0.317 0.287 0.261 0.237 0.215 0.195 0.178 0.162 0.148 0.135 
12 0.286 0.257 0.231 0.208 0.187 0.168 0.152 0.137 0.124 0.112 
13 0.258 0.229 0.204 0.182 0.163 0.145 0.130 0.116 0.104 0.093 
14 0.232 0.205 0.181 0.160 0.141 0.125 0.111 0.099 0.088 0.078 
15 0.209 0.183 0.160 0.140 0.123 0.108 0.095 0.084 0.074 0.065 
16 0.188 0.163 0.141 0.123 0.107 0.093 0.081 0.071 0.062 0.054 
17 0.170 0.146 0.125 0.108 0.093 0.080 0.069 0.060 0.052 0.045 
18 0.153 0.130 0.111 0.095 0.081 0.069 0.059 0.051 0.044 0.038 
19 0.138 0.116 0.098 0.083 0.070 0.060 0.051 0.043 0.037 0.031 
20 0.124 0.104 0.087 0.073 0.061 0.051 0.043 0.037 0.031 0.026 
21 0.112 0.093 0.077 0.064 0.053 0.044 0.037 0.031 0.026 0.022 
22 0.101 0.083 0.068 0.056 0.046 0.038 0.032 0.026 0.022 0.018 
23 0.091 0.074 0.060 0.049 0.040 0.033 0.027 0.022 0.018 0.015 
24 0.082 0.066 0.053 0.043 0.035 0.028 0.023 0.019 0.015 0.013 
25 0.074 0.059 0.047 0.038 0.030 0.024 0.020 0.016 0.013 0.010 
26 0.066 0.053 0.042 0.033 0.026 0.021 0.017 0.014 0.011 0.009 
27 0.060 0.047 0.037 0.029 0.023 0.018 0.014 0.011 0.009 0.007 
28 0.054 0.042 0.033 0.026 0.020 0.016 0.012 0.010 0.008 0.006 
29 0.048 0.037 0.029 0.022 0.017 0.014 0.011 0.008 0.006 0.005 
30 0.044 0.033 0.026 0.020 0.015 0.012 0.009 0.007 0.005 0.004 
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  Present Value Interest Factor of Annuity Table (PVIFA Table)   

 

Periods 
/Int. 
Rate 

1% 2% 3% 4% 5% 6% 7% 8% 9% 10% 

1 0.990 0.980 0.971 0.962 0.952 0.943 0.935 0.926 0.917 0.909 
2 1.970 1.942 1.913 1.886 1.859 1.833 1.808 1.783 1.759 1.736 
3 2.941 2.884 2.829 2.775 2.723 2.673 2.624 2.577 2.531 2.487 
4 3.902 3.808 3.717 3.630 3.546 3.465 3.387 3.312 3.240 3.170 
5 4.853 4.713 4.580 4.452 4.329 4.212 4.100 3.993 3.890 3.791 
6 5.795 5.601 5.417 5.242 5.076 4.917 4.767 4.623 4.486 4.355 
7 6.728 6.472 6.230 6.002 5.786 5.582 5.389 5.206 5.033 4.868 
8 7.652 7.325 7.020 6.733 6.463 6.210 5.971 5.747 5.535 5.335 
9 8.566 8.162 7.786 7.435 7.108 6.802 6.515 6.247 5.995 5.759 

10 9.471 8.983 8.530 8.111 7.722 7.360 7.024 6.710 6.418 6.145 
11 10.367 9.787 9.253 8.760 8.306 7.887 7.499 7.139 6.805 6.495 
12 11.255 10.575 9.954 9.385 8.863 8.384 7.943 7.536 7.161 6.814 
13 12.133 11.348 10.634 9.986 9.394 8.853 8.358 7.904 7.487 7.103 
14 13.003 12.106 11.296 10.563 9.899 9.295 8.745 8.244 7.786 7.367 
15 13.865 12.849 11.937 11.118 10.379 9.712 9.108 8.559 8.061 7.606 
16 14.717 13.577 12.561 11.652 10.837 10.105 9.447 8.851 8.313 7.824 
17 15.562 14.291 13.166 12.165 11.274 10.477 9.763 9.122 8.544 8.022 
18 16.398 14.992 13.753 12.659 11.689 10.827 10.059 9.372 8.756 8.201 
19 17.226 15.678 14.323 13.133 12.085 11.158 10.335 9.604 8.950 8.365 
20 18.045 16.351 14.877 13.590 12.462 11.469 10.594 9.818 9.129 8.514 
21 18.856 17.011 15.415 14.029 12.821 11.764 10.835 10.016 9.292 8.649 
22 19.660 17.658 15.936 14.451 13.163 12.041 11.061 10.200 9.442 8.772 
23 20.455 18.292 16.443 14.856 13.488 12.303 11.272 10.371 9.580 8.883 
24 21.243 18.913 16.935 15.246 13.798 12.550 11.469 10.528 9.707 8.985 
25 22.023 19.523 17.413 15.622 14.093 12.783 11.653 10.674 9.823 9.077 
26 22.795 20.121 17.876 15.982 14.375 13.003 11.825 10.809 9.929 9.161 
27 23.559 20.706 18.327 16.329 14.643 13.210 11.986 10.935 10.026 9.237 
28 24.316 21.281 18.764 16.663 14.898 13.406 12.137 11.051 10.116 9.307 
29 25.065 21.844 19.188 16.983 15.141 13.590 12.277 11.158 10.198 9.370 
30 25.807 22.396 19.600 17.292 15.372 13.764 12.409 11.257 10.273 9.427 
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  Present Value Interest Factor of Annuity Table (PVIFA Table)   

 

Periods/ 
Interest 

Rate 
11% 12% 13% 14% 15% 16% 17% 18% 19% 20% 

1 0.901 0.893 0.885 0.877 0.870 0.862 0.855 0.847 0.840 0.833 
2 1.713 1.690 1.668 1.647 1.626 1.605 1.585 1.566 1.547 1.528 
3 2.444 2.402 2.361 2.322 2.283 2.246 2.210 2.174 2.140 2.106 
4 3.102 3.037 2.974 2.914 2.855 2.798 2.743 2.690 2.639 2.589 
5 3.696 3.605 3.517 3.433 3.352 3.274 3.199 3.127 3.058 2.991 
6 4.231 4.111 3.998 3.889 3.784 3.685 3.589 3.498 3.410 3.326 
7 4.712 4.564 4.423 4.288 4.160 4.039 3.922 3.812 3.706 3.605 
8 5.146 4.968 4.799 4.639 4.487 4.344 4.207 4.078 3.954 3.837 
9 5.537 5.328 5.132 4.946 4.772 4.607 4.451 4.303 4.163 4.031 

10 5.889 5.650 5.426 5.216 5.019 4.833 4.659 4.494 4.339 4.192 
11 6.207 5.938 5.687 5.453 5.234 5.029 4.836 4.656 4.486 4.327 
12 6.492 6.194 5.918 5.660 5.421 5.197 4.988 4.793 4.611 4.439 
13 6.750 6.424 6.122 5.842 5.583 5.342 5.118 4.910 4.715 4.533 
14 6.982 6.628 6.302 6.002 5.724 5.468 5.229 5.008 4.802 4.611 
15 7.191 6.811 6.462 6.142 5.847 5.575 5.324 5.092 4.876 4.675 
16 7.379 6.974 6.604 6.265 5.954 5.668 5.405 5.162 4.938 4.730 
17 7.549 7.120 6.729 6.373 6.047 5.749 5.475 5.222 4.990 4.775 
18 7.702 7.250 6.840 6.467 6.128 5.818 5.534 5.273 5.033 4.812 
19 7.839 7.366 6.938 6.550 6.198 5.877 5.584 5.316 5.070 4.843 
20 7.963 7.469 7.025 6.623 6.259 5.929 5.628 5.353 5.101 4.870 
21 8.075 7.562 7.102 6.687 6.312 5.973 5.665 5.384 5.127 4.891 
22 8.176 7.645 7.170 6.743 6.359 6.011 5.696 5.410 5.149 4.909 
23 8.266 7.718 7.230 6.792 6.399 6.044 5.723 5.432 5.167 4.925 
24 8.348 7.784 7.283 6.835 6.434 6.073 5.746 5.451 5.182 4.937 
25 8.422 7.843 7.330 6.873 6.464 6.097 5.766 5.467 5.195 4.948 
26 8.488 7.896 7.372 6.906 6.491 6.118 5.783 5.480 5.206 4.956 
27 8.548 7.943 7.409 6.935 6.514 6.136 5.798 5.492 5.215 4.964 
28 8.602 7.984 7.441 6.961 6.534 6.152 5.810 5.502 5.223 4.970 
29 8.650 8.022 7.470 6.983 6.551 6.166 5.820 5.510 5.229 4.975 
30 8.694 8.055 7.496 7.003 6.566 6.177 5.829 5.517 5.235 4.979 
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  INTERPOLATION   

 

While calculating the IRR for projects we often do not get exact values of ‘r’ the internal rate 
of return. From the table we get two near rates equaling different values (one negative – lower 
side and the other positive – higher side), and we often interpolate to find the exact value of 
‘r’. Given below is how to use linear interpolation method. 

Example 

An investment of <500000 is made. The investor is likely to get cash inflows of <125000 each 
year for 8 years. IRR? 

Solution: 

We have  

-500000 + 125000 x PVIFA (r, 8) = 0 

PVIFA(r, 8) = 4.000 

From the table we get 

PVIFA (18, 8) = 4.078  [18%] 

PVIFA (19, 8) = 3.954 [19%] 

As we can see the required value for ‘r’ is below 19%, but above 18%, as the required value 4 
lies in between 4.078 and 3.954. 

Method I to find IRR: 

IRR =  

IRR = 18% + = 18.63% 

Method II to find IRR: 

Same method done in table form is given below: 

18% factor (table) 4.078 4.078 

Required factor 4.000  

19% factor (table)  3.954 

Difference 0.078 0.124 

 

 

%)inDifference(
%)HigherofPV%LowerofPV(

%)quiredRe/MiddleofPV%LowerofPV(%Lower ×
−

−
+

%)18%19(
)954.3078.4(
)000.4078.4(

−×
−
−
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IRR Interpolation 

IRR = 18% + (0.078/ 0.124) × (19-18%) = 18% + 0.63 × (1%) = 18% + 0.63% = 18.63% 

Method III to find IRR 

We can draw the above numbers in a graph as follows: (Where values are plotted along Y axis 
and % along X axis) 

 
 

Our job is to find l(AB), which is . Thus, we can add l(AB) to 18%, to get the percentage to the 
required value. To do this, form a triangle using our points A – co-ordinate (18%, 4.078) and 
C – co-ordinate (19%, 3.954) as shown above. We get two triangles ∆ABD and ∆ACE. Both 
these are right triangles (∠ACE = 90 degrees) and symmetric. Using property of symmetric 
triangles, where one angle is right angle, we get: 

 

Now l(AC) = Difference in x co-ordinates = (19% - 18%);  

l(BD) = Difference in y co-ordinates = 4.078 – 4.000; l(CE) = Difference in y co-ordinates = 
4.078 – 3.954  

l(AB) = (19% – 18%) x = 18.63% 

Note: The two numbers, chosen by us, for the purpose of interpolation, decides the accuracy 
of the answer. If we take 14% and 22% to interpolate, we would not have got 18.63%. We 
would have got value away from 18.63%. Had we taken 18.4 and 18.7 we would have got a 
more accurate answer. In fact, the exact answer is 18.6228120812365% with 0.0001 error. 
Therefore, it needs to be remembered that the two values chosen should give value very close 
to the final answer.  

Tip: First use a guess of say 14%. For 14%, we get 4.6339. This means we need to discount 
with a higher value to get a value closer to 4.00 (the desired number). Then we try an increased 
number say 17%. We get 4.127. Though the value has come closer to 4, we need to raise this 
further. Now let us take 18. Now we have got closer to 4 viz. 4.078. Therefore, take the next 
number i.e. 19; for this we get 3.954. This indicates that we are very near the answer. We now 
interpolate as above to get the answer. 

)CE(l
)BD(l

)AC(l
)AB(l

=

)954.3078.4(
)000.4078.4(

−
−
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  NORMAL DISTRIBUTION TABLE   

 

X 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.09 
0.0 0.00000 0.00399 0.00798 0.01197 0.01595 0.01994 0.02392 0.02790 0.03188 0.03586 
0.1 0.03983 0.04380 0.04776 0.05172 0.05567 0.05962 0.06356 0.06749 0.07142 0.07535 
0.2 0.07926 0.08317 0.08706 0.09095 0.09483 0.09871 0.10257 0.10642 0.11026 0.11409 
0.3 0.11791 0.12172 0.12552 0.12930 0.13307 0.13683 0.14058 0.14431 0.14803 0.15173 
0.4 0.15542 0.15910 0.16276 0.16640 0.17003 0.17364 0.17724 0.18082 0.18439 0.18793 
0.5 0.19146 0.19497 0.19847 0.20194 0.20540 0.20884 0.21226 0.21566 0.21904 0.22240 
0.6 0.22575 0.22907 0.23237 0.23565 0.23891 0.24215 0.24537 0.24857 0.25175 0.25490 
0.7 0.25804 0.26115 0.26424 0.26730 0.27035 0.27337 0.27637 0.27935 0.28230 0.28524 
0.8 0.28814 0.29103 0.29389 0.29673 0.29955 0.30234 0.30511 0.30785 0.31057 0.31327 
0.9 0.31594 0.31859 0.32121 0.32381 0.32639 0.32894 0.33147 0.33398 0.33646 0.33891 
1.0 0.34134 0.34375 0.34614 0.34849 0.35083 0.35314 0.35543 0.35769 0.35993 0.36214 
1.1 0.36433 0.36650 0.36864 0.37076 0.37286 0.37493 0.37698 0.37900 0.38100 0.38298 
1.2 0.38493 0.38686 0.38877 0.39065 0.39251 0.39435 0.39617 0.39796 0.39973 0.40147 
1.3 0.40320 0.40490 0.40658 0.40824 0.40988 0.41149 0.41308 0.41466 0.41621 0.41774 
1.4 0.41924 0.42073 0.42220 0.42364 0.42507 0.42647 0.42785 0.42922 0.43056 0.43189 
1.5 0.43319 0.43448 0.43574 0.43699 0.43822 0.43943 0.44062 0.44179 0.44295 0.44408 
1.6 0.44520 0.44630 0.44738 0.44845 0.44950 0.45053 0.45154 0.45254 0.45352 0.45449 
1.7 0.45543 0.45637 0.45728 0.45818 0.45907 0.45994 0.46080 0.46164 0.46246 0.46327 
1.8 0.46407 0.46485 0.46562 0.46638 0.46712 0.46784 0.46856 0.46926 0.46995 0.47062 
1.9 0.47128 0.47193 0.47257 0.47320 0.47381 0.47441 0.47500 0.47558 0.47615 0.47670 
2.0 0.47725 0.47778 0.47831 0.47882 0.47932 0.47982 0.48030 0.48077 0.48124 0.48169 
2.1 0.48214 0.48257 0.48300 0.48341 0.48382 0.48422 0.48461 0.48500 0.48537 0.48574 
2.2 0.48610 0.48645 0.48679 0.48713 0.48745 0.48778 0.48809 0.48840 0.48870 0.48899 
2.3 0.48928 0.48956 0.48983 0.49010 0.49036 0.49061 0.49086 0.49111 0.49134 0.49158 
2.4 0.49180 0.49202 0.49224 0.49245 0.49266 0.49286 0.49305 0.49324 0.49343 0.49361 
2.5 0.49379 0.49396 0.49413 0.49430 0.49446 0.49461 0.49477 0.49492 0.49506 0.49520 
2.6 0.49534 0.49547 0.49560 0.49573 0.49585 0.49598 0.49609 0.49621 0.49632 0.49643 
2.7 0.49653 0.49664 0.49674 0.49683 0.49693 0.49702 0.49711 0.49720 0.49728 0.49736 
2.8 0.49744 0.49752 0.49760 0.49767 0.49774 0.49781 0.49788 0.49795 0.49801 0.49807 
2.9 0.49813 0.49819 0.49825 0.49831 0.49836 0.49841 0.49846 0.49851 0.49856 0.49861 
3.0 0.49865 0.49869 0.49874 0.49878 0.49882 0.49886 0.49889 0.49893 0.49896 0.49900 
3.1 0.49903 0.49906 0.49910 0.49913 0.49916 0.49918 0.49921 0.49924 0.49926 0.49929 
3.2 0.49931 0.49934 0.49936 0.49938 0.49940 0.49942 0.49944 0.49946 0.49948 0.49950 
3.3 0.49952 0.49953 0.49955 0.49957 0.49958 0.49960 0.49961 0.49962 0.49964 0.49965 
3.4 0.49966 0.49968 0.49969 0.49970 0.49971 0.49972 0.49973 0.49974 0.49975 0.49976 
3.5 0.49977 0.49978 0.49978 0.49979 0.49980 0.49981 0.49981 0.49982 0.49983 0.49983 
3.7 0.49989 0.49990 0.49990 0.49990 0.49991 0.49991 0.49992 0.49992 0.49992 0.49992 
3.6 0.49984 0.49985 0.49985 0.49986 0.49986 0.49987 0.49987 0.49988 0.49988 0.49989 
3.8 0.49993 0.49993 0.49993 0.49994 0.49994 0.49994 0.49994 0.49995 0.49995 0.49995 
3.9 0.49995 0.49995 0.49996 0.49996 0.49996 0.49996 0.49996 0.49996 0.49997 0.49997 
4.0 0.49997 0.49997 0.49997 0.49997 0.49997 0.49997 0.49998 0.49998 0.49998 0.49998 
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  NATURAL LOGARITHM & EXPONENTIAL TABLES   

 

  
Natural 

Log Exponential   
Natural 

Log Exponential 
  ln x ex e-x   ln x ex e-x 
0.01 -4.60517 1.01005 0.99005 0.31 -1.17118 1.36343 0.73345 
0.02 -3.91202 1.02020 0.98020 0.32 -1.13943 1.37713 0.72615 
0.03 -3.50656 1.03045 0.97045 0.33 -1.10866 1.39097 0.71892 
0.04 -3.21888 1.04081 0.96079 0.34 -1.07881 1.40495 0.71177 
0.05 -2.99573 1.05127 0.95123 0.35 -1.04982 1.41907 0.70469 
0.06 -2.81341 1.06184 0.94176 0.36 -1.02165 1.43333 0.69768 
0.07 -2.65926 1.07251 0.93239 0.37 -0.99425 1.44773 0.69073 
0.08 -2.52573 1.08329 0.92312 0.38 -0.96758 1.46228 0.68386 
0.09 -2.40795 1.09417 0.91393 0.39 -0.94161 1.47698 0.67706 
0.10 -2.30259 1.10517 0.90484 0.40 -0.91629 1.49182 0.67032 
0.11 -2.20727 1.11628 0.89583 0.41 -0.89160 1.50682 0.66365 
0.12 -2.12026 1.12750 0.88692 0.42 -0.86750 1.52196 0.65705 
0.13 -2.04022 1.13883 0.87810 0.43 -0.84397 1.53726 0.65051 
0.14 -1.96611 1.15027 0.86936 0.44 -0.82098 1.55271 0.64404 
0.15 -1.89712 1.16183 0.86071 0.45 -0.79851 1.56831 0.63763 
0.16 -1.83258 1.17351 0.85214 0.46 -0.77653 1.58407 0.63128 
0.17 -1.77196 1.18530 0.84366 0.47 -0.75502 1.59999 0.62500 
0.18 -1.71480 1.19722 0.83527 0.48 -0.73397 1.61607 0.61878 
0.19 -1.66073 1.20925 0.82696 0.49 -0.71335 1.63232 0.61263 
0.20 -1.60944 1.22140 0.81873 0.50 -0.69315 1.64872 0.60653 
0.21 -1.56065 1.23368 0.81058 0.51 -0.67334 1.66529 0.60050 
0.22 -1.51413 1.24608 0.80252 0.52 -0.65393 1.68203 0.59452 
0.23 -1.46968 1.25860 0.79453 0.53 -0.63488 1.69893 0.58860 
0.24 -1.42712 1.27125 0.78663 0.54 -0.61619 1.71601 0.58275 
0.25 -1.38629 1.28403 0.77880 0.55 -0.59784 1.73325 0.57695 
0.26 -1.34707 1.29693 0.77105 0.56 -0.57982 1.75067 0.57121 
0.27 -1.30933 1.30996 0.76338 0.57 -0.56212 1.76827 0.56553 
0.28 -1.27297 1.32313 0.75578 0.58 -0.54473 1.78604 0.55990 
0.29 -1.23787 1.33643 0.74826 0.59 -0.52763 1.80399 0.55433 
0.30 -1.20397 1.34986 0.74082 0.60 -0.51083 1.82212 0.54881 
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  NATURAL LOGARITHM & EXPONENTIAL TABLES   

 

  
Natural 

Log Exponential   
Natural 

Log Exponential 
  ln x ex e-x   ln x ex e-x 
0.61 -0.49430 1.84043 0.54335 0.91 -0.09431 2.48432 0.40252 
0.62 -0.47804 1.85893 0.53794 0.92 -0.08338 2.50929 0.39852 
0.63 -0.46204 1.87761 0.53259 0.93 -0.07257 2.53451 0.39455 
0.64 -0.44629 1.89648 0.52729 0.94 -0.06188 2.55998 0.39063 
0.65 -0.43078 1.91554 0.52205 0.95 -0.05129 2.58571 0.38674 
0.66 -0.41552 1.93479 0.51685 0.96 -0.04082 2.61170 0.38289 
0.67 -0.40048 1.95424 0.51171 0.97 -0.03046 2.63794 0.37908 
0.68 -0.38566 1.97388 0.50662 0.98 -0.02020 2.66446 0.37531 
0.69 -0.37106 1.99372 0.50158 0.99 -0.01005 2.69123 0.37158 
0.70 -0.35667 2.01375 0.49659 1.00 0.00000 2.71828 0.36788 
0.71 -0.34249 2.03399 0.49164 1.01 0.00995 2.74560 0.36422 
0.72 -0.32850 2.05443 0.48675 1.02 0.01980 2.77319 0.36059 
0.73 -0.31471 2.07508 0.48191 1.03 0.02956 2.80107 0.35701 
0.74 -0.30111 2.09594 0.47711 1.04 0.03922 2.82922 0.35345 
0.75 -0.28768 2.11700 0.47237 1.05 0.04879 2.85765 0.34994 
0.76 -0.27444 2.13828 0.46767 1.06 0.05827 2.88637 0.34646 
0.77 -0.26136 2.15977 0.46301 1.07 0.06766 2.91538 0.34301 
0.78 -0.24846 2.18147 0.45841 1.08 0.07696 2.94468 0.33960 
0.79 -0.23572 2.20340 0.45384 1.09 0.08618 2.97427 0.33622 
0.80 -0.22314 2.22554 0.44933 1.10 0.09531 3.00417 0.33287 
0.81 -0.21072 2.24791 0.44486 1.11 0.10436 3.03436 0.32956 
0.82 -0.19845 2.27050 0.44043 1.12 0.11333 3.06485 0.32628 
0.83 -0.18633 2.29332 0.43605 1.13 0.12222 3.09566 0.32303 
0.84 -0.17435 2.31637 0.43171 1.14 0.13103 3.12677 0.31982 
0.85 -0.16252 2.33965 0.42741 1.15 0.13976 3.15819 0.31664 
0.86 -0.15082 2.36316 0.42316 1.16 0.14842 3.18993 0.31349 
0.87 -0.13926 2.38691 0.41895 1.17 0.15700 3.22199 0.31037 
0.88 -0.12783 2.41090 0.41478 1.18 0.16551 3.25437 0.30728 
0.89 -0.11653 2.43513 0.41066 1.19 0.17395 3.28708 0.30422 
0.90 -0.10536 2.45960 0.40657 1.20 0.18232 3.32012 0.30119 
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  Natural Log Exponential   Natural Log Exponential 
  ln x ex e-x   ln x ex e-x 
1.21 0.19062 3.35348 0.29820 1.60 0.47000 4.95303 0.20190 
1.22 0.19885 3.38719 0.29523 1.70 0.53063 5.47395 0.18268 
1.23 0.20701 3.42123 0.29229 1.80 0.58779 6.04965 0.16530 
1.24 0.21511 3.45561 0.28938 1.90 0.64185 6.68589 0.14957 
1.25 0.22314 3.49034 0.28650 2.00 0.69315 7.38906 0.13534 
1.26 0.23111 3.52542 0.28365 2.10 0.74194 8.16617 0.12246 
1.27 0.23902 3.56085 0.28083 2.20 0.78846 9.02501 0.11080 
1.28 0.24686 3.59664 0.27804 2.30 0.83291 9.97418 0.10026 
1.29 0.25464 3.63279 0.27527 2.40 0.87547 11.02318 0.09072 
1.30 0.26236 3.66930 0.27253 2.50 0.91629 12.18249 0.08208 
1.31 0.27003 3.70617 0.26982 2.60 0.95551 13.46374 0.07427 
1.32 0.27763 3.74342 0.26714 2.70 0.99325 14.87973 0.06721 
1.33 0.28518 3.78104 0.26448 2.80 1.02962 16.44465 0.06081 
1.34 0.29267 3.81904 0.26185 2.90 1.06471 18.17415 0.05502 
1.35 0.30010 3.85743 0.25924 3.00 1.09861 20.08554 0.04979 
1.36 0.30748 3.89619 0.25666 4.00 1.38629 54.59815 0.01832 
1.37 0.31481 3.93535 0.25411 5.00 1.60944 148.41 0.00674 
1.38 0.32208 3.97490 0.25158 6.00 1.79176 403.43 0.00248 
1.39 0.32930 4.01485 0.24908 7.00 1.94591 1096.63 0.00091 
1.40 0.33647 4.05520 0.24660 8.00 2.07944 2980.96 0.00034 
1.41 0.34359 4.09596 0.24414 9.00 2.19722 8103.08 0.00012 
1.42 0.35066 4.13712 0.24171 10.00 2.30259 22026.47 0.00005 
1.43 0.35767 4.17870 0.23931     
1.44 0.36464 4.22070 0.23693     
1.45 0.37156 4.26311 0.23457     
1.46 0.37844 4.30596 0.23224     
1.47 0.38526 4.34924 0.22993     
1.48 0.39204 4.39295 0.22764     
1.49 0.39878 4.43710 0.22537     
1.50 0.40547 4.48169 0.22313     

■ 
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